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DECISION OF THE HEARINGS OFFICER
ON APPEAL OF ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION

I.

GENERAL INFORMATION

File No.:

LU 07-158286 EN M (HO 4080036)

Applicants:

Eugene and Vivian Davis
10875 SW 89th Ave.
Tigard, OR 97223

Applicants’
Representative:

Appellants:

Paul Sedoruk
4185 Monroe Avenue, NE
Salem OR 97301
West Portland Park Neighborhood Association
Four Multnomah Center
7688 SW Capitol Hwy.
Portland, OR 97219-2457
Mr. William P. Jones and Family, the Sutela Family, and the Widtfeldt
Family, all represented by Bruce Vincent
Bedsal/Vincent Land Use Consulting
2285 SW 106th Pl.
Portland, OR 97225

Hearings Officer:

Gregory J. Frank

Bureau of Development Services (BDS) Staff Representative: Stacey Castleberry
Site Address:

210 feet east of SW 37th Avenue, at SW Wilbard Street

Legal Description:

TL 2700 0.33 ACRES, SECTION 29 1 S 1 E (originally two lots in a
land division)

Tax Account No.:

R991292500

State ID No.:

1S1E29CA 02700

Quarter Section:
Neighborhood:

4025
West Portland Park
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Business District:

None

District Neighborhood Coalition: Southwest Neighborhoods Inc.
Plan District:

None

Other Designations:

Potential Landslide Hazard Area. Site # 119 Southwest Hills Resource
Protection Plan

Zoning:

R7c p (Residential 7,000 base zone with Environmental Conservation
and Environmental Protection overlay zones)

Land Use Review:

Type II, ENM (Environmental Review with Environmental
Modification)

BDS Administrative Decision: Approval with conditions
Public Hearing: The hearing was opened at 9:00 a.m. on October 29, 2008, in the 3rd floor
hearing room, 1900 SW 4th Avenue, Portland, OR, and was closed at 1:13 p.m. The record was
held open until 4:30 p.m. on November 5, 2008 for new written evidence; until 4:30 p.m. on
November 12, 2008 for appellant's written rebuttal; and until 4:30 p.m. on November 19, 2008
for applicants’ final response. The record was closed at that time. The record was reopened on
November 26, 2008 and held open until 4:30 p.m. on December 5, 2008 for the primary purpose
of receiving additional information regarding Exhibit H-15. The record was held open until 4:30
p.m. on December 12, 2008 for both the applicants and appellants final rebuttal. An interim
order was mailed on November 26, 2008 that outlines the new record closing dates. The record
was closed at 4:31 p.m. on December 12, 2008.
Testified at the Hearing:
Stacey Castleberry, BDS Staff Representative
Bruce Vincent, PO Box 12569, Portland, OR 97212
Jim McLaughlin, 4601 SW Vesta, Portland, OR 97219, representing West Portland Park
Neighborhood Association
William Jones, 2285 SW 106th Pl., Portland, OR 97225
Connie Widtfeldt, 10006 SW 36th Ct., Portland, OR 97219
Robert Leiph, 4822 SW Vacuna, Portland, OR 97219
Tamara Sutela, 9944 SW 37th Ave., Portland, OR 97219
Matt Worley, PO Box 9123, Portland, OR 97207
Paul Sedoruk, 4185 Monroe Ave. NE, Salem, OR 97301
Vivian Davis, 10875 SW 89th, Tigard, OR 97223
Eugene Davis, 10875 SW 89th, Tigard, OR 97223
George Helm, BDS Engineer Representative
Jocelyn Tunnard, BES Representative
Proposal: The applicants propose to construct a single-family dwelling on the two lots situated
behind homes at 9936 and 9944 SW 37th Avenue. The two lots, designated Tax lot 2700 by
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Multnomah County Assessor, are at the east end of a 210-foot long shared driveway, so, to
enable exiting the site in a forward direction, the applicants propose driveway turn-around area
on the lot. Hereafter, because the two lots have been consolidated for tax purposes into one lot,
the Hearings Officer will reference the lots in the singular (“the lot”). The turn-around will be
centered at the east end of the existing driveway. A detached garage will sit south of the
driveway turn-around area, south of the house. Most of the lot is within the Environmental
Conservation or Environmental Protection overlay zones, so developed areas are shifted west to
areas of the lot farthest from Falling Creek (that crosses the southeast corner of the site).
The proposed house will sit in the northwest corner of the buildable portion of the site (the “flag”
portion of the lot). The house, driveway, and garage will permanently cover approximately 3,300
square feet of the resource area of the environmental zone. Within the resource area another 700
square feet of temporary disturbance area is needed for construction of the project. To provide
sanitary sewer service, the applicants will connect to an existing sanitary sewer line within the
Environmental Protection zone, within the riparian area along Falling Creek.
Stormwater from the house, garage and driveway will be collected and routed to a stormwater
planter/sand filter system south of the house (Exhibit C.16 revised by Exhibit H.25 Storm Water
Management Plan – 12-5-08). Roof run-off will be plumbed to the larger flow through planter at
the southwest corner of the dwelling. The overflow will then be routed to a discharge line along
the east side of the driveway and garage. This discharge line also collects treated run-off from
the sand filter and smaller flow through planter before releasing the run-off into Falling Creek.
At the hearing an additional stormwater issue arose regarding stormwater being discharged by
properties to the north and west.
The turn-around portion of the driveway is sloped to direct run-off onto the sand filter facility
which will be covered with pervious paving blocks. The treated run off will be routed to the
discharge line located along the east side of the driveway and garage. The smaller flow through
planter will collect the run-off from the garage roof and release treated run-off into the discharge
line. The piped discharge is proposed to be released onto a small (roughly 16 square-foot) rip
rap pad above Falling Creek to minimize the potential erosion of its banks.
Six native trees will be removed to develop the site. The applicants propose replacement of
these trees and additional mitigation for unavoidable impacts. The mitigation plan includes
planting 15 native trees, and 390 native shrubs.
The site is within the City’s Environmental Conservation and Environmental Protection overlay
zones, although the northwest 750 square feet are in transition area. Certain standards must be
met to allow the work to occur by right. If the standards are not met, an Environmental Review
is required. In this case, the proposed house is within the resource area of the Environmental
Conservation zone and the sanitary sewer connection, and the stormwater outfall is within the
Environmental Protection overlay. The proposal requires Environmental Review because the
temporary disturbance area for the construction of the single-family home, garage, and driveway
exceeds environmental standards limiting disturbance in the resource area to 2,750 square feet,
and the sanitary sewer connection and stormwater outfall are below the top of bank of Falling
Creek. Additionally, the applicants seek to modify the 10-foot flag lot side yard setback
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requirement, to place the house within 5 feet of the north property line, and the garage within 5
feet of the west property line.
Note: During the course of this land use review the applicants were cited for three environmental
zoning violations. The first two complaints were regarding tree cutting on the property. Three
trees were cut from the transition area of the environmental conservation overlay zone and one
rotten tree was removed from the resource area. The Zoning Code does not regulate tree
removal from the transition area, and the City forester confirmed that the rotten tree was
hazardous. The Zoning Code exempts removal of hazardous trees from the environmental zone.
Both complaints were determined to be unfounded and the tree-violation cases were closed. The
third complaint was regarding excavation on the site that resulted from the City requirement for
geotechnical analysis as a part of this land use review. The City’s usual protocol is retroactive
review of soil test pits along with review of the development that triggered the need for the test
pits. The soil test pits are included in this review (Exhibit C.13).
Relevant Approval Criteria:
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the approval criteria of Title 33. The
relevant criteria are:




33.430.250 A. Driveways, Outfalls, and Utilities.
33.430.250 E. Other Development in the Environmental Conservation zone or within the
Transition Area only.
33.430.280. Modifications which will better meet Environmental Review requirements.

II. ANALYSIS
SITE INFORMATION
Description of the Site: The lot is undeveloped and is situated at the east end of a shared
driveway off of SW 37th Avenue and SW Wilbard Street in southwest Portland. It is a flag lot
with a 210-foot long “pole” that connects the remaining rectangular 12,275-square foot area with
SW 37th Avenue, to the west. It is in the Residential 7,000 base zone. With the exception of the
shared, 18-foot-wide paved driveway on the “pole” portion of the lot, it is one of the few
remaining undeveloped lots in the neighborhood.
Falling Creek crosses the southeast corner of the site. It flows through neighborhood backyards
and joins Tryon Creek approximately one mile to the northeast. The western buildable portion
of the lot slopes 15 feet down at an 18% slope to Falling Creek, the lowest part of the lot.
Mature red alders and a few scattered 25 –foot tall young cedar trees are clustered along the west
side of the creek. Remaining vegetation west of the creek has been disturbed during soil testing
for geotechnical data, but appears to be dominated by Himalayan blackberry, bamboo, and other
non-native species.
With the creek flowing across its east part, this lot is the low point in the neighborhood and is, on
average, 8 to 10 feet lower than surrounding home sites. Lots abutting the property on the north
and east are zoned Residential 10,000 with Environmental Conservation and Protection overlays.
Most of the lots adjacent to the site are zoned Residential 10,000 and Residential 7,000 except
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for a large Residential 2,000 district 170 feet north of the site. Single-family homes on abutting
properties are situated along the common driveway while properties across the creek from the
subject site have direct access to SW 35th Avenue. The surrounding area is a mixture of singlefamily homes and a small apartment complex 170 feet north of the site. I-5 forms the northwest
boundary of the neighborhood, situated 450 feet northwest of the property.
The subject development will be typical of surrounding development except the setbacks along
the west and north property lines will be reduced. Along the west property line the setback
abutting the garage will be reduced to 5-feet, as will be the setback along the north property line.
The proposed dwelling is located on a flag lot and the reduced west setback will not be visible
from a public street. The proposed setback adjustments suggests that the abutting yards are
similar to side yards, which are normally 5 feet in the Residential 7,000 zone.
Infrastructure: The site is served via a shared driveway from SW 137th Avenue. SW 137th
Avenue is a paved through-street with a 25-foot wide paved center strip in a 60-foot wide public
right of way.
SW Huber Street is the through street in the immediate area. Most local streets surrounding the
subject site provide internal circulation within neighborhoods or are short dead end streets. I-5 is
located to the north of the site and prevents local street connections to the north. SW 37th
Avenue, which dead ends north of the site provides access to SW Huber Street and the
established local street network.
There is an existing water main in SE 137th Avenue to provide water service to the site. BES
noted that there is an existing 12-inch City-owned concrete sanitary-only sewer that runs north
and east through the south part of this site, within Falling Creek. This sanitary-only sewer
connects to a manhole located at the southeast corner of this site. This sewer is available to
serve the sanitary disposal needs of this project. Most local streets surrounding the subject site
provide internal circulation within neighborhoods or are short dead end streets.
Zoning: The zoning designation on the site includes R7 (Residential 7,000) base zone, with
Environmental Conservation (“c”), and Environmental Protection (“p”) overlay zones (see
zoning on Exhibit B). The R7 base zone is intended to foster single-dwelling residences on lots
having a minimum area of 4,200 square feet. New lots must have a minimum density of 1 lot per
7,000 square feet of site area, while the subject property is over 14,000 square feet in area. This
zone allows development of the proposed single family house and garage outright; the R7 base
zone regulations, with the exception of flag lot building setback requirements, will be addressed
at building permit review, and are not specifically addressed through this Environmental Review.
Environmental overlay zones protect environmental resources and functional values that have
been identified by the City as providing benefits to the public. The environmental regulations
encourage flexibility and innovation in site planning and provide for development that is
carefully designed to be sensitive to the site’s protected resources. They protect the most
important environmental features and resources while allowing environmentally sensitive urban
development where resources are less sensitive. The purpose of this land use review is to ensure
compliance with the regulations of the environmental zones.
Environmental Resources: The application of the environmental overlay zones is based on
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detailed studies that have been carried out throughout the City. Environmental resources and
functional values present in environmental zones are described in environmental inventory
reports for these study areas.
The project site is mapped within the Southwest Hills Resource Protection Plan as Site # 119,
Falling Creek. Resources include groundwater recharge, seasonal creeks, wetlands, forests,
wildlife habitat, open space and scenic areas.
The 426-acre Resource Site 119 has a site assessment score of 60. It is a site of medium
significance. The site is classified as Upland Coniferous/Broadleaf Deciduous Forest. The types
of resources found at Resource Site 119 include wildlife habitat, water quality, scenic,
recreational, and educational. The forest on this site consists of primarily of Alders with a few
western red cedars along the creek. The ground cover varies from invasive species to native
vegetation.
Recreation, open space, and scenic resources are also of the medium quality. This site is upland
mixed deciduous-coniferous forest with an overstory of mature red alders and Western red
cedars. Trees have small to large diameters ranging from 8-in. (alder) to 16-in (cedar). Canopy
closure is at an average of 70% at full leaf throughout the site.
The shrub layer is almost non-existent on the site, and, with the exception of a single beaked
hazelnut and several Western red cedar saplings, is dominated by blackberries, American holly,
bamboo and ivy which are invasive species. The herbaceous layer, like the forest, is thin.
Herbaceous vegetation includes native plants of piggyback, sword fern, and sedges along the
creek.
Vines include English ivy, cut leaf geranium and trailing blackberry are the dominant ground
cover on the west side of Falling Creek. The disturbed areas where the dwelling and garage will
be located consists of, non-native plants and include English ivy, blackberry, horsetail, dock,
vinca minor, cut leaf geranium, among other weedy species. These non-natives are typical of
introduced plants used in landscaping and were likely brought to the site.
In addition the two willows and four alders to be removed appear to be under stress and in failing
health. Some of them are leaning at acute angles, others are covered with ivy, and some have
broken tops from ice damage. Dead wood habitat exists on the site as downed logs, snags, and
stumps. No nest cavities were observed during the initial survey. Falling Creek crosses the site
on a diagonal, entering at the southwest corner and leaving at the middle of the eastern boundary.
The site is connected to other natural resource areas by the continuation of Falling Creek to the
northeast into Tyron Creek State Park.
Wildlife observed during the field survey includes the chestnut backed chickadee, Steller’s jay,
song sparrow, and American robin. Habitat value for the site is medium, based upon the
following habitat characteristics and conditions: connection to other natural resources and
habitats; and the presence of dead wood habitat which is important for a variety of wildlife; the
presence of a water resource on-site; the lack of big leaf maple, cottonwood, Douglas fir and
pacific dogwood from the forest; lack of native under story; recent and older disturbance caused
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by natural infiltration and dumping of yard debris composed of invasive non-native plants; and
noise disturbance from traffic on I-5 and adjacent homes.
The lowest habitat values are located mostly within the flat area immediate adjacent to the
abutting single family dwellings where landscaping, yard maintenance and yard debris dumping
has formed significance stands of weedy non-native plants within the transition areas and
resource areas. The landscaping impact from the abutting single family dwellings has also
introduced invasive plant species including English ivy, holly, laurel and blackberries into the Ec
and Ep zones.
Land Use History: City records indicate that no prior land use reviews have been conducted for
this site.
Summary of Applicants’ Statement: In addition to the standard environmental review narrative,
and findings for the applicable approval criteria, the applicants’ representative has provided an
analysis of housing market values and construction costs in his July 4, 2008 response to
neighborhood concerns about the size of the proposed house (Exhibit A.15). Excerpts of the
market analysis was included in the BDS staff administrative decision (Exhibit H.4, pages 5 – 9)
and the Hearings Officer will make reference to the information in the “alternatives analysis in
33.430.250 A1.a. and 33.430.250 E.2.
PUBLIC REVIEW COMMENTS
Agency and Neighborhood Review: The first Notice of Proposal was mailed out to
surrounding neighbors and City service bureaus on March 4, 2008. Numerous letters were
received from concerned neighbors, and the applicants revised their proposal to address these
concerns. The applicants submitted revised site plans on June 9, 2008 and a Revised Notice of
Proposal was mailed on June 19, 2008, with the applicants’ revised project design, and the
corrected address for the West Portland Park Neighborhood Association contact. BDS staff
rendered a Notice of a Type II Decision on a Proposal Of A Type II Decision On A Proposal In
Your Neighborhood. (Exhibit H.4) approving the applicants’ proposal. Two appeals, one by the
local neighborhood association and the other by nearby property owners, were filed in this case
(Exhibit H.1 and Exhibit H.3). This decision is a result of a Type II hearing in this case.
1. Agency Review: Several Bureaus and agencies have responded to this proposal. Please
review Exhibits E.1 through E.15 in the application case file for their detailed responses.
The Site Development section of BDS provided comments (Exhibits E.12 & E.13) requiring
geotechnical information, 100-year flood elevation data, compliance with the stormwater
hierarchy in the Stormwater Management Manual, preparation of a detailed erosion control plan
by a Certified Professional in Erosion and Sediment Control, a detailed Construction
Management plan addressing utility construction in the creek, and a required pre-issuance field
meeting before building permits are issued. Compliance with the Stormwater Hierarchy must be
demonstrated at the time of plan review for building permits. Geotechnical information will be
required to confirm that the outfall location near Falling Creek will not result in an erosion
hazard. Site Development has no objections to treatment of stormwater in a sand filter and flow
through planter with overflow to a rip rap outfall; to the proposed sanitary sewer connection; or
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to the construction management plan. Site Development requests Third Party Landscape
Certification, flagging of all landscape plantings, and that tree protection details to be clearly
shown on permit plans.
Site Development concurred with the applicants’ Geotechnical Engineer (Exhibit A.17) that
since deep foundations are not being considered, no additional drilled borings will be required at
this time. At the time of building permit review, additional geotechnical information may be
required (Exhibit E.13).
The Bureau of Environmental Services (Exhibits E.9, E.14 and E.15) provided detailed
comments pertaining to availability of sanitary sewer service in Falling Creek and requirements
for stormwater disposal. A 10-foot sewer easement granted to the City of Portland exists on the
site for the City-owned sanitary-only sewer at the south end of the site. No tree planting will be
permitted within the 10-foot sanitary sewer easement. No other development or planting of deep
rooted vegetation is allowed within this easement without prior written consent from the Director
of the Bureau of Environmental Services. Falling Creek is required to be further protected by a
30-foot wide drainage reserve to be shown on building permit plans.
BES supports the proposal to treat and detain stormwater from the house, garage and driveway/
drive/access (Exhibit H.15) in a stormwater planter and sand filter as proposed, with disposal to
Falling Creek. BDS Site Development and BES expressed concerns regarding stormwater, noted
by an opponent neighbor, originating on properties adjacent to the subject property. (Exhibit
H.15 and H.23)
Portland Transportation noted that waivers will be required with the building permit. At the time
of building permit the applicants will need to provide a copy of any shared driveway easements
for the existing 15- to 18 foot-wide driveway connection to SW 37th Avenue.
The Portland Fire Bureau raised concerns with adequate emergency vehicle access to the site and
recommended that the applicants contact the fire bureau to discuss fire department requirements
that will apply during the residential permit process.

Neighborhood Review: Two appeals were filed in opposition to the August 28, 2008
BDS administrative decision. (Exhibits H.1 and H.3). This decision by the Hearings Officer
addresses the issues raised in the two appeals. BDS staff, in Exhibit H.4 (pages 10 -13),
discussed the history of interaction between the neighborhood association, the applicants and
City staff. The Hearings Officer incorporates, by this reference, these BDS comments.
Exhibits Considered in Making This Decision. All exhibits labeled A., B. C, D, E, F, G, and
H.1 through and including H.30 were considered in making this decision. Exhibit H.31 was
received after the record closed and was not considered in making this decision.
PROJECT ANALYSIS
BDS staff, in Exhibit H.4, provided a description of Development Alternatives. The Hearings
Officer addresses the development alternatives in the findings below for 33.430.250 A.1 and E.2.
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BDS staff, in Exhibit H.4, also described the Proposed Construction Management Plan (CMP),
Applicant-Identified Development Impacts, and Proposed Mitigation. The Hearings Officer
includes those BDS comments below:
“Proposed Construction Management Plan (CMP): The applicant proposes placement of
construction and silt fences around the perimeters of the construction disturbance area, as
shown on the Construction Management Plan (Exhibit C.3) prior to the commencement of
construction activities.
During the early construction stage of the project the driveway/turn around is designed to
permit the safe access and egress to the site for construction equipment, delivery vans and
trucks, and the unloading and stockpiling of materials. It will be a hammer head design
similar to the City’s Engineering Standard Hammer Head. Once construction is completed
on the first floor level of the dwelling, a portion of the temporary construction turn around
will be used for the garage. The remaining portion of the driveway/turn around has been
designed to provide a safe, three point backing and turning maneuver.
The proposed driveway/turn around is designed to allow both passenger and construction
vehicles room to turn around on the site. In addition, the temporary construction
driveway/turn around will be constructed first and it will be modified to serve as a passenger
vehicle driveway/turn around after the need to service the site by construction equipment is
satisfied. The garage will be built within one of the legs of the temporary construction turn
around. This area will also be disturbed during the construction of the dwelling since it is
necessary to provide site access for construction vehicles; construction stockpiling; and the
construction of required underground service laterals.
Applicant-Identified Development Impacts: The applicants have identified 3,995 square feet
of permanent disturbance area, 700 square feet of temporary disturbance area, and removal of
6 trees from the resource area of the environmental zone. The applicants’ proposed
disturbance area is 1,245 square feet over the disturbance area allowed by right in the
resource area on this site.
Proposed Mitigation: The applicants’ proposed mitigation measures are as follows:
1) Removal of non-native plants such as bamboo, English ivy, American holly, and
Himalayan blackberry; and
2) Planting of native trees and shrubs within the environmental protection zone; and
3) Placement of logs from cut trees in open areas, to provide future large woody debris
which is currently lacking on-site; and
4) Planting of native trees and or shrubs around the home site, where practicable.
Four alder and two willow trees will be removed with diameters ranging from 7 to 17 inches.
The combined diameter of these trees is 72.5 inches. The number of replacement trees and
shrubs is based upon Table 430-3, Tree Replacement, in Chapter 33.430, as shown in the
Replacement Planting Schedule below. 15 native trees and 390 native shrubs will be planted,
primarily in the p-zone. Removal of invasive plants will occur in the mitigation area, which
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will enhance approximately 8,000 square feet of the site, in areas to be protected from the
impacts of development. See Exhibit C.4 for proposed mitigation planting schedule.”
BDS also included a schedule for replacing plantings which is set forth below:
REPLACEMENT PLANTINGS SCHEDULE
Trees Removed

Number & Kind Required
of Replacement Trees &
Shrubs
4 Big leaf maples and
4 Douglas fir trees

Size of Replacement
Plants

Spacing
of Plants

Tree seedling at least
1 inch caliper

3 trees 13-18”
range; alders;
(#10, 15, and
willow (B-1)

10 Western red cedar and
5 Big leaf maples

Tree seedling at least
1 inch caliper

1 tree, 6.5” B-10

2 Big leaf maples and
2 Douglas fir trees

Tree seedling at least
1 inch caliper

Trees will
be planted
a
minimum
of 10’
O.C.
Trees will
be planted
a
minimum
of 10’
O.C.
Trees will
be planted
a
minimum
of 10’
O.C.

2 trees 7-12”
range
alders (#36),
willow (B-2)

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
33.430.250 Approval Criteria for Environmental Review
An environmental review application will be approved if the review body finds that the
applicant has shown that all of the applicable approval criteria are met. When
environmental review is required because a proposal does not meet one or more of the
development standards of Section 33.430.140 through .190, then the approval criteria will
only be applied to the aspect of the proposal that does not meet the development standard
or standards.
Findings: The approval criteria applicable to the proposed development include those found
Section 33.430.250.A and Section 33.430.250.E. The applicants have provided findings for
these approval criteria and BDS Land Use Services staff revised these findings or added
conditions, where necessary to meet the approval criteria. The criteria and findings for
Subsections A and E are combined below where they are similar.
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33.430.250 A. Public safety facilities, roads, driveways, walkways, outfalls, utilities, land
divisions, Property Line Adjustments, Planned Developments, and Planned Unit
Developments. Within the resource areas of environmental zones, the applicant's impact
evaluation must demonstrate that all of the general criteria in Paragraph A.1 and the
applicable specific criteria of Paragraphs A.2, 3, or 4, below, have been met: Note that since
this activity is not a Public Safety Facility, Land Division, Planned Development, or Planned
Unit Development and does not require a Property Line Adjustment, the criteria in Sections
33.430.250 A.2 and A.4 do not apply and are not included.
33.430.250 E. Other development in the Environmental Conservation zone or within the
Transition Area only. In Environmental Conservation zones or for development within the
Transition Area only, the applicant's impact evaluation must demonstrate that all of the
following are met:
E.1 Proposed development minimizes the loss of resources and functional values,
consistent with allowing those uses generally permitted or allowed in the base zone without
a land use review;
Findings: This criterion applies to construction of the new residence and the associated soil test
pits within the resource area of the Environmental Conservation overlay zone. The purpose of
this criterion is to recognize that development is allowed, consistent with the base zone
standards. For this 14,365 square foot property, the base zone allows 3,654 square feet to be
covered by buildings, according to Table 110-4 of the Zoning Code. The building footprint of
the house, garage and deck will be 2,500 square feet, 1,154 square feet less than the building
coverage allowed by right.
The size of the existing lot (14,365 square feet), which was represented by Mr. McLaughlin
(representative for neighborhood association appellant) as being legally divided into two lots, is
large enough to site two residences in this R-7 zone. However, the applicants do not propose to
construct two residences. Applicants propose to preserve roughly 8,000 square feet of the lot
and plant that portion with native trees and shrubs. The Hearings Officer notes that if there are
two lots, as represented by the neighborhood association, construction of a residence on the
southerly lot would seriously encroach in land with the “p” designation; an area the City seeks to
preserve for its valued environmental resources and functional values. Based upon the fact that
only one residence is being proposed and that residence is located in the least valuable (in the
context of environmental resources and functional values) area on the property, the Hearings
Officer finds that the proposed development minimizes the loss of resources and functional
values.
Neighborhood response letters noted that findings can not be made for this criterion because soil
test pit excavation removed too much of the preexisting vegetation to be able to assess resources.
The most significant resources on the site are protected in the environmental protection overlay
zone. Since the house, driveway, and garage are all situated as far from Falling Creek and the
environmental protection zone as practicable, preserving riparian vegetation along the creek, it
can be found that the loss of these most sensitive resources (those protected by the p-zone) is
minimal.
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Given that this environmental review addresses the specific location of the proposed house,
garage, driveway and turn-around, the soil test pits were required within the footprints of those
improvements. In order to provide the geotechnical information that the City requires in areas of
questionable slope stability, the applicants utilized the usual procedures to gather soil stability
data, with the minimal amount of disturbance associated with this depth of soil investigation.
The Hearings Officer finds that this criterion is met by this proposal because the footprint of the
house, deck and garage is 2,500 square feet, which meets the requirements of the R7 base zone,
and the soil test pits are within the footprints of the house, garage, and driveway. The house will
be placed in the northwest corner of the site, as far as Falling Creek as practicable, in order to
minimize impacts on sensitive natural resources. The Hearings Officer finds that small size of
the proposed building footprint and the distance between building areas and the creek minimize
impacts on the identified resources and values.
Therefore, this criterion is met.
A.1. General criteria for public safety facilities, roads, driveways, walkways, outfalls,
utilities, land divisions, and Planned Developments;
A.1.a. Proposed development locations, designs, and construction methods have the least
significant detrimental impact to identified resources and functional values of other
practicable and significantly different alternatives including alternatives outside the
resource area of the environmental zone;
E.2. Proposed development locations, designs, and construction methods are less
detrimental to identified resources and functional values than other practicable and
significantly different alternatives;
Findings: The application of approval criteria found in the Portland Zoning Code sections
33.430.250 A.1.a and E.2 generated the highest level of controversy in this case. The appellants,
on one side, and the applicants and BDS staff, on the other side, offered significantly different
interpretations of 33.430.250 A.1.a and E.2. The Hearings Officer shall first address what the
Hearings Officer believes to be the proper interpretation of 33.430.250 A.1 and E.2., in general
terms and, then will address the Hearings Officer’s interpretation in the context of the
facts/evidence in the record.
General Interpretation: The role of a decision maker, such as a hearings officer, in the
interpretation of approval criteria found in the zoning code, is to ascertain and declare what is, in
terms or in substance contained therein, not to insert what has been omitted, or to omit what has
been inserted. ORS 174.010; Appling v. Chase, 224 Or. 112, 335 P 2nd 631 (1960) To that end,
the Hearings Officer, in this case, reviewed this approval criteria in 33.430.250 A.1.a and E.2 to
determine if the language is clear and unambiguous. Considering the testimony/evidence
submitted by the appellants and applicants/BDS staff the Hearings Officer finds the language in
this approval criteria is not absolutely clear; the language is potentially capable of more than one
interpretation.
The language of 33.430.250 A.1.a and E.2 appears to set up an “alternatives analysis”
comparing, on one hand, the project proposed by the applicants and, on the other hand,
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“alternatives.” The language of 33.430.250 A.1.a and E.2 compares the applicants’ proposal with
the alternatives to determine whether or not the project proposal is “less detrimental to identified
environmental resources and functional values.” The Hearings Officer does not believe that the
appellants or applicants/BDS staff would object to such an interpretation.
Beyond the interpretations in the preceding paragraph the Hearings Officer notes the appellants,
applicants, and BDS do not necessarily agree on how this approval criteria ought to be
interpreted.
The Hearings Officer now addresses the term “alternatives” found in 33.430.250 A.1 and E.2.
The Hearings Officer finds that the approval criteria does not mandate any specific number of
alternatives an applicant must consider. A consultant for one group of appellants agreed (Exhibit
H.18, page 3).
The Hearings Officer finds that the term “alternatives” is considered in the context of the phrase
“practicable and significantly different.” The Hearings Officer notes that there are
circumstances, such as the location of the sanitary sewer utility location in this case, where there
are no other practicable and significantly different alternatives possible. In the case of the
sanitary sewer in this case there is only one practicable location where the sanitary sewer can
connect and as such there are no practicable and significantly different alternatives. The
Hearings Officer finds that an interpretation denying an application, under this approval criteria,
for the location of a sewer line from the residence to discharge point because the applicants
could not provide practicable and significantly different alternatives, would be absurd. Where
the language of a code section admits of two constructions, one absurd and the other reasonable,
the absurd result should be avoided. Hollinger v. Blair, 270 Or 46, 526 P2d 1015 (1974). The
reasonable interpretation, in the sanitary sewer example, is that if there are practicable and
significantly different alternatives then such alternatives need to be considered but if there are no
practicable alternatives then the application should not be denied on that basis alone.
Appellants, applicants, and BDS staff, expended considerable effort in discussing the meaning of
“practicable” and “significantly different.” Portland Zoning Code section 33.910.010 states
“words used in the zoning code have their normal dictionary meaning unless they are listed in
33.910.030 below. Words listed in 33.910.030 have the specific meaning stated, unless the
context clearly indicates another meaning.” The Hearings Officer notes that “practicable” is
defined in 33.910.030 and “significantly different” is not.
Efforts by any person connected with this case to provide dictionary or other meanings (i.e.
“plain meaning”) for “practicable” were not considered by the Hearings Officer (See requests by
Appellant Jones in Exhibits H.18, 18a, and H.29). Dictionary or other definitions supplied by
any person connected with this case regarding the meaning of “significantly different” were
considered by the Hearings Officer.
As stated above the Hearings Officer, in order to utilize an alternative in the comparison with the
applicants’ proposed project, under this approval criteria, will consider (if possible)
“alternatives” in the context of “practicable” and “significantly different” (from the applicants’
proposed project).
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Practicable is defined, in Portland Zoning Code section 33.910.030, as:
“Capable of being done, after taking into consideration cost, existing
technology and logistics in light of the overall project purposes.”
The Hearings Officer finds the Portland Zoning Code definition of practicable, in 33.910.030, to
be subject to a variety of interpretations. Therefore, it is the Hearings Officer’s task to attempt to
ascertain the intent of City Council in defining practicable. PGE v. Bureau of Labor and
Industries, 317 Or 606, 610, 859 P 2nd 1143 (1993)
Before diving into the interpretation of practicable, the Hearings Officer finds that a historical
perspective on the interpretation of written laws may be found by the reader to be interesting
and, perhaps in this case, relevant.
“Interpretation is often spoken of as if it were nothing but the search and the discovery of a
meaning which, however obscure and latent, had nonetheless a real and ascertainable preexistence in the legislator’s mind. The process is, indeed, that at times, but it is often
something more. The ascertainment of intention may be the least of a judge’s troubles in
ascribing meaning to a statute. ‘The fact is,’ says Gray in his lectures on the Nature and
Sources of Law, that ‘the difficulties of so-called interpretation arise when the legislature has
had no meaning at all; when the question which is raised on the statute never occurred to it;
when what the judges have to do is, not determine what the legislature did mean on a point
which was present to its mind, but to guess what it would have intended on a point not
present to its mind, if the point had been present.” The Nature of the Judicial Process, pp.
14, 15, published 1921
As directed by the PGE court decision the Hearings Officer may consider the context of the
definition of practicable within the environmental zone section (33.430) of the City Code.
Context includes “other provisions of the same statute and other related statutes.” PGE, 317 Or
at 611; State v. Thompson, 166 Or App 370, 377, 998 P2d 762, rev den, 331 Or 192 (2000)
33.430.010 gives an overall perspective of the City’s environmental zoning. The Hearings
Officer quotes 33.430.010 in its entirety:
“Environmental zones protect resources and functional values that have been identified by
the City as providing benefits to the public. The environmental regulations encourage
flexibility and innovation in site planning and provide for development that is carefully
designed to be sensitive to the site’s protected resources. These regulations help meet other
City goals, along with other regional state, and federal goals and regulations. The
environmental regulations also carry out Comprehensive Plan policies and objectives.”
The Hearings Officer finds that the primary focus of 33.430.010 is the protection of
environmental resources. The Hearings Officer finds that this approval criteria and, in particular,
the definitions of practicable and significantly different, must be considered in the context of that
primary goal; protection of environmental resources.
The Hearings Officer next considers, within the definition of practicable, the phrase “in light of
overall project purposes.” A consultant for one set of appellants stated that practicable “is blind
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to an applicant’s particular ‘spatial and physical needs’, their financial requirements/constraints,
or ‘market research of similar projects’.” (Exhibit H.18, page 3 and see also Exhibit H.29, page
2, paragraph 2) Testimony at the hearing included comments such as the “alternatives are what
Davis [applicant] want not what code requires” (testimony of Mr. Vincent) and because the
“Davis’ are older…they are treated different.” (testimony of Mr. McLaughlin)
It is clear to the Hearings Officer that the applicants’ proposed dwelling was designed to meet
their individual needs; such needs arising from one applicant having difficulty in negotiating
stairs; therefore, resulting in a single story living plan for her. The question then becomes,
under the definition of practicable, is an applicant permitted to propose alternatives that meet
their individual needs?
The Hearings Officer finds that the zoning code does not restrict the applicant from also
proposing alternatives that meet, or do not meet, an applicant’s personal requirements and needs.
The Hearings Officer finds that it is the applicant who gets to pick the project purpose. The
Hearings Officer notes that an applicant’s choice of the project purpose is not unlimited. The
Hearings Officer finds, for example, the project purposes must be consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan designation and the zone map designation applied to the property. The
Hearings Officer finds that the project purposes must be capable of meeting development
standards (unless approved for an adjustment or modification).
The Hearings Officer finds the only constraints upon an applicant, when proposing alternatives,
are that the alternatives are practicable (if possible) and significantly different (if possible). The
Hearings Officer finds that it is within the applicant’s discretion to decide what alternatives to
propose. The Hearings Officer finds nothing in the Code to prohibit BDS staff and/or others
(including an appellant) from proposing alternatives. Any alternatives proposed by BDS staff
and/or others must be practicable and significantly different.
The Hearings Officer reiterates that the definition of practicable must be considered in light of
the overall environmental regulations; in particular 33.430.010. The Hearings Officer reminds
the reader of this decision that the primary motivation of the City in requiring alternatives is to
make sure ensure that there is not a better way, environmentally, for the applicant to meet the
applicant’s project goals/purposes.
The definition of practicable also requires a decision maker to consider the phrase “taking into
consideration cost, existing technology and logistics.” The Hearings Officer has considered this
phrase in past cases and generally interpreted it to mean that an alternative was financially,
physically or legally feasible. In past cases the Hearings Officer has found that an alternative
was not practicable if the alternative did not pencil out financially or presented unsolvable legal
(i.e. zoning), engineering or construction problems. For example, the Hearings Officer would
find an alternative “not practicable” if the cost to construct/develop a project exceeded the price
that the project could be sold. The Hearings Officer would find an alternative “not practicable”
if the alternative proposed a commercial use in a residential zone that prohibited commercial
uses (and such use was not permitted as a conditional use or under some other alternative
provided in the Zoning Code).
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The Hearings Officer next addresses the phrase “significantly different.” One of the appellants
provided an extensive discussion of how to interpret the phrase “significantly different.” This
appellant, in Exhibit H.18, page 4, stated:
Merriam Webster’s on-line dictionary defines ‘significant’ as ‘having or likely to have an
effect; important’. The Compact Oxford English dictionary defines ‘significant’ as
‘important enough to merit attention.’ Merrian Webster’s on-line dictionary defines
‘different’ as ‘partly or totally unlike in nature’. The Compact Oxford English dictionary
defines ‘different’ as ‘not the same as another or each other’. Merriam Webster’s on-line
dictionary defines ‘alternative’ as ‘a proposition offering a choice between two or more
thing’. The Compact Oxford English dictionary defines ‘alternative’ as ‘of one or more
things available as another possibility’. Therefore, I assert that the plain meaning of
‘significantly different alternatives’, is that the applicant must provide dwelling designs that
all are important choices, that are not alike in very many ways, and that offer enough
variations so that by choosing one alternative, you have chosen some dwelling design that is
very different from the group of alternatives offered.”
The Hearings Officer generally agrees with the preceding comments made by appellant’s
representative. However, the Hearings Officer differs with appellant’s conclusion in one
important way which will be described below.
The Hearings Officer, as stated above, finds that the phrase significantly different is a subjective
standard and reasonable persons may disagree as to how much difference is significant. The
Hearings Officer finds that the phrase significantly different, as it is susceptible to more than one
interpretation, must be looked at in the context of the environmental zoning regulations as a
whole. The Hearings Officer finds that the regulatory goal of 33.430 is to “protect resources and
functional values that have been identified by the City.” The Hearings Officer finds that the
intent of the City, per 33.430.010, is to encourage flexibility and innovation in development to
protect the identified environmental assets.
The Hearings Officer finds, in the context of 33.430.010, that the intent of the City is that
applicants provide locations, designs and construction methods that provide the applicants and
City an opportunity to see which alternative (or the proposed project) best protects the
environmental resources. The Hearings Officer finds that 33.430 is not design oriented. Rather,
it environmental resource protection oriented.
The Hearings Officer, therefore, would likely consider an alternative significantly different if the
alternative was in another location on a property if environmental impacts were different. The
Hearings Officer would likely consider an alternative is significantly different if the footprint
size (and ultimately the area of disturbance) was different. The Hearings Officer would likely
consider an alternative significantly different if the impact upon a “p” environmental zone and
resources therein, is different than the proposed project.
The Hearings Officer may consider design as a factor in deciding if a different design results in
different environmental impacts than the proposed project. However, the Hearings Officer, in
interpreting whether or not an alternative is significantly different, is not required to focus on
design alone. The Hearings Officer finds that a variety of factors are considered in determining
if an alternative is significantly different and the Hearings Officer considers those factors that
impact the identified resources and functional values to be most important. The Hearings Officer
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finds that the bottom line is that the determination of whether a proposal is significantly different
can only be done on a case by case basis (alternative by alternative compared to the specific
project proposed).
The Hearings Officer finds that the basic comparison required under this approval criteria is
between the applicants’ proposed project and the alternatives. The Hearings Officer finds that
the language of this approval criteria requires that to be an “alternative” it must be considered in
the context of “practicable” and “significantly different.”
For the purpose of reviewing this case the Hearings Officer will consider each of the applicants’
proposed alternatives to determine if they are practicable and significantly different. If the
Hearings Officer finds that there are “practicable” and “significantly different” alternatives then
the Hearings Officer will consider only those alternatives. If the Hearings Officer finds there are
no other “practicable” and “significantly different” alternatives then the Hearings Officer will
consider the proposed project (i.e. sanitary sewer) to be the only “practicable” alternative and
find this approval criteria is met.
The Hearings Officer finds that it is the burden of the applicants to provide sufficient evidence in
the record to permit the Hearings Officer to determine if an alternative is practicable and
significantly different. The Hearings Officer finds that the applicants have the burden to
demonstrate that costs, technology and/or logistics make the alternative practicable or not.
The final step, under this approval criteria, after identifying the applicants’ proposed project and
determining whether or not applicants’ proposed alternatives are practicable and significantly
different, is a comparison of the proposal and qualifying alternatives to determine whether or not
the proposal is less detrimental to identified resources.
Application of Evidence in Record to Hearings Officer’s General Interpretation:
Applicants provided a lengthy discussion of their alternatives in their application (Exhibit A.1,
revised narrative “submitted August 21, 2007, revised February 20, 2008 – noted by BDS staff
as the 6/9/08 Revised Narrative, pages 39-41, see also Exhibit A.16). BDS staff provided
discussion of the alternatives in its Notice of Type II decision (Exhibit H.4, pages 13 – 16).
Applicants provided additional discussion of the alternatives at the public hearing (applicants
utilized Exhibit H.5, pages 7-28 as visual aide). Applicants also provided written comments
during the hearing (Exhibit H.9). Applicants provided written comments regarding the
alternatives during the open-record period. (Exhibits H.16, H.16a, and H.19) The Hearings
Officer utilized the above referenced evidence to describe the applicants’ proposal and suggested
alternatives.
Appellants and supporters of the appeal presented testimony and evidence suggesting that the
alternatives analysis submitted by applicants failed to meet the approval criteria of 33.250 E.2.
(See, for example, Exhibits H.11, H.13, H.18 and H. 18a) BDS staff discussed, at the public
hearing, applicants’ alternatives analysis (see also PowerPoint presentation submitted by BDS at
the hearing – Exhibit H.5, pages 11-13) and submitted a document during the open-record period
(Exhibit H.17). BDS staff proposed its own alternative to the project proposal (Exhibit C.14).
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Based upon the above evidence the Hearings Officer will address whether or not this approval
criteria is met in this case.
The Hearings Officer found no person testifying or submitting evidence on behalf of appellants
disputed the descriptions of the proposed project or the descriptions of applicants’ proposed
alternatives. The Hearings Officer finds no credible evidence in the record disputing the numbers
set forth on applicants’ summary of alternatives in Exhibit H.6, page 26. Therefore, the Hearings
Officer relied heavily upon Exhibit H.6, pages 7-26 as the source of the description of the
proposed project and applicants’ proposed alternatives.
The Hearings Officer must address appellants’ concern that the alternatives selected by the
applicants were self-serving because the alternatives addressed the applicants’ specific needs
(i.e. single floor living for a mature couple) and that the alternatives selected were guaranteed to
fail the less impact comparison test. The Hearings Officer addressed, in the General
Interpretation section above, the phrase “in light of the overall purposes” as part of the definition
of practicable. In the context of the definition of practicable, the Hearings Officer interpreted the
code language to permit an applicant to select alternatives consistent with the applicant’s
purpose so long as they are legally permitted uses in the zone.
The Hearings Officer therefore finds, in the context of practicability, that applicants have the
right to make a project proposal and to submit alternatives that do address the applicants’ desires
and needs. The Hearings Officer finds that the overall project purpose, in this case, is to provide
a dwelling unit that meets this applicants' personal needs. The Hearings Officer finds that the
use proposed by the applicants and all of the alternatives, are permissible in the R-7 zone.
If the applicants had proposed to construct a tall skinny dwelling then that would have been the
overall project purpose. If the applicants had desired to build a 1 bedroom, 1 bath house, then
that would qualify as the overall project purpose. The Hearings Officer finds that the proposed
project and the proposed alternatives meet the overall project purposes of these applicants and
that the use is permissible under the definition of practicable. The Hearings Officer finds that
appellants’ allegation that this approval criteria, in relation to the definition of practicability, is
not satisfied because the proposed project and alternatives address applicants’ particular needs or
requirements is without merit.
The Hearings Officer also, in the General Interpretation section above, addressed the
interpretation of the phrase significantly different. The Hearings Officer noted that the primary
consideration in determining if an alternative is significantly different is to be determined in the
context of its impact upon the identified resources and functional values. To that end, the
Hearings Officer noted that the primary factors (location, design and construction methods)
should be viewed in the context of whether the alternative is different in its impacts upon the
environmental resources and functional values.
The Hearings Officer may find, for example, an applicant’s proposed alternative is significantly
different even if the exact same design of the proposed dwelling was located in a different
location on the property; different locations may have different impacts upon the resources and
functional values. Another example might be a proposed two story dwelling compared to a
single story dwelling alternative (footprint of single story larger than two story dwelling). The
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Hearings Officer would likely consider the two story alternative significantly different than the
single story proposed dwelling even though located in the very same location because of the
difference of each upon the environmental resources. Finally, an alternative may be considered
different if the proposed dwelling and alternative dwelling were at the same location and have
the same design if low impact construction methods were to be used for the proposed dwelling
and high impact machinery construction (i.e. conventional construction) methods were proposed
for the alternative. Again, the Hearings Officer finds that the context of the decision whether an
alternative is significantly different from the proposed project relates to the environmental
impacts.
The Hearings Officer is fully cognizant that the determination of whether an applicant proposed
alternative is significantly different from the applicant’s proposed project requires an exercise in
subjectivity. As stated above, the Hearings Officer finds that the City enacted this approval
criteria for the purpose of determining if other alternatives to the applicants’ proposed project
exist that would minimize negative impacts upon the environment. Equally important, it seems
to the Hearings Officer, is the City’s recognition that a property owner has broad rights
associated with the development of his/her property. The Hearings Officer finds that this
approval criteria is part of the delicate balancing process in which the City recognizes the right
of a property owner to develop a property but requires to property owner to seek a development
that is sensitive to the environment.
The Hearings Officer finds that all of the alternatives proposed by applicants and the alternative
proposed by BDS staff are consistent with applicants’ overall project purposes. All are single
family dwellings meeting the applicants’ spatial needs and requirements. Each proposal meets
the general “use” requirement of the R7 zone. The Hearings Officer finds that applicants’
Alternative #1 is a flag lot, not abutting a public right-of-way, and would not be permitted (even
if modifications were approved). The Hearings Officer finds, under the definition of
practicability, that Alternative #1 is not “capable of being done.” The Hearings Officer did not
consider applicants’ proposed Alternative #1 further in this analysis.
Alternative #2 locates a slightly smaller three story dwelling footprint (proposed residence =
1,672 sq. ft. footprint and alternative #2 = 1,060 sq. ft. footprint). The primary difference
between Alternative #2 and the proposed project is the location of the residence; Alternative #2
moves the residence a south. In addition, the Hearings Officer finds that Alternative #2 results in
greater disturbance in close proximity to Falling Creek and more trees removed than the
proposed project. (See Exhibit H.6, pages 10-12 and page 26) The applicants’ utilized a 30-foot
distance which is consistent with City Bureau of Environmental Services comments found in
Exhibit E 14, page 2, Stormwater Management & Water Resources comment 2. BES, in this
comment, noted that Falling Creek is a tributary of Tryon Creek and that the Creek helps
“maintain and improve water quality through filtration of pollutants (e.g., sediment, metals,
bacteria, etc.) and help reduce water temperature. To preserve these benefits, all open
drainageways need to be protected within a 30-ft drainage reserve.” The Hearings Officer finds
that Alternative #2 is significantly different from the proposed project because the locations are
different and resulting environmental impacts are different. (See also, Exhibit H.16a, page 7)
The Hearings Officer notes that BDS staff indicated, in its decision, that Alternative #2 was not
practicable because it does not meet the applicants’ project purposes (Exhibit H.4, page 14). The
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Hearings Officer disagrees with this BDS staff conclusion. As stated in the General Discussion
above, an applicant has the right to consider alternatives that meet 100% of the project purposes.
The Hearings Officer finds permitting an applicant to submit alternatives that do not meet all of
the project purposes is consistent with the intent of 33.430. The Hearings Officer finds that all
of the applicants’ alternatives are single family dwellings. The Hearings Officer finds that all of
the applicants’ proposed alternatives are for residences with dwelling footprints that are smaller
than that proposed; even though the smaller footprint may not satisfy the applicants’ desire for
single floor living. The Hearings Officer finds applicants’ alternatives fully address the intent of
the environmental zoning code because a smaller dwelling footprint may be anticipated to result
in less negative environmental impact. Had the applicants proposed dwelling units with larger
footprints those alternatives likely would have been rejected by the Hearings Officer. Finally,
there is no evidence in the record from the applicants to indicate Alternative #2 is not
practicable. Therefore, the Hearings Officer finds that alternative #2, for the purposes of this
analysis, is practicable and significantly different.
Alternative #3 locates a tandem (long and skinny) attached garage (proposed project the garage
is detached and located south of the driveway/turnaround). Alternative #3 locates both the
residence and garage out of the north setback area (similar to Alternative #2). Alternative #3 is a
three story dwelling (proposed dwelling is two story). Alternative #3 is a slightly smaller
residence (proposed residence = 1,672 sq. ft. footprint and alternative #2 = 1,060 sq. ft.
footprint). The Hearings Officer finds that Alternative #3 results in slightly greater total
disturbance area, greater disturbance in close proximity to Falling Creek and more trees removed
than the proposed project. (See Exhibit H.6, pages 13-15, and page 26) The Hearings Officer
finds that Alternative #3 is significantly different from the proposed project because the location
is different than the proposal and the environmental impacts are different. (See also, Exhibit
H.16a, page 7)
The Hearings Officer finds that Alternative #3, for the purposes of this analysis, is practicable
and significantly different.
Alternative #4 locates a two story residence and attached garage (not long and skinny as
proposed in Alternative #3) together. The proposed project locates a detached garage south of
the driveway/turnaround. Alternative #4 is generally in the same location as the proposed
dwelling. Alternative #4 has a smaller permanent disturbance area, larger total disturbance area
and greater impact upon environmental resources in close proximity to Falling Creek. (See
Exhibit H.6, pages 16-18, and page 26) The Hearings Officer finds Alternative #4 different
primarily because it has an attached garage and the proposed project has a detached garage. The
Hearings Officer finds that the environmental impacts are different between the proposed project
and Alternative #4. The Hearings Officer finds that Alternative #4 is significantly different from
the proposed project.
Applicants’ representative (Sedoruk) testified at the public hearing that Alternative #4 was
“extremely practicable.” The Hearings Officer finds that Alternative #4 is practicable and
significantly different.
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Alternative #5 proposes a two story dwelling similar in design to “abutting home” to the north.
It is located generally in the same location as the proposed dwelling. Alternative #5 results in a
smaller permanent disturbance area and lager total disturbance area. Alternative #5 results in
slightly more disturbance to the area close to Falling Creek. The Hearings Officer finds that
Alternative #5 is significantly different because of the design of the residence (Alternative #5 is
rectangular and designed similar to the abutting residence – proposed residence a 5 sided
polygon shape) and the different impacts upon the environmental resources.
The Hearings Officer finds no evidence in the record to indicate Alternative #5 is not practicable.
Therefore, the Hearings Officer finds that Alternative #5, for the purposes of this analysis, is
practicable and significantly different.
Alternative #2a is a slight variation to Alternative 2. The primary difference is that Alternative
2a eliminates the detached garage and includes an attached garage. Alternative #2a eliminates all
requests for setback modifications that exist with the proposed dwelling. Alternative 2a results
in a larger total disturbance area than the proposed dwelling. Alternative 2a also results in
greater disturbance to the area close to Falling Creek. The Hearings Officer finds Alternative
#2a is significantly different because of the location, design and impacts upon the environmental
resources.
The Hearings Officer finds that Alternative #2a, for the purposes of this analysis, is practicable
and significantly different.
BDS staff proposed an alternative design (Exhibit C.14). BDS staff acknowledged that its
alternative was not practicable because it did not meet the overall project purposes; does not
provide necessary ground floor living space. The Hearings Officer finds that the BDS staff
alternative is for a 1380 sq. ft. building footprint (similar to applicants’ alternative #4). The
Hearings Officer finds that BDS staff did not present a thorough analysis of the environmental
impacts of its alternative. There are handwritten notes on Exhibit C.14 but no explanation,
sufficient for the Hearings Officer to reach any supportable conclusion, regarding the
environmental impacts of the BDS alternative. The Hearings Officer did not consider the BDS
staff alternative further in this analysis.
The Hearings Officer, therefore, finds applicants’ alternatives 2, 3, 4, 5, and 2a practicable and
sufficiently different under this approval criteria. The final step, therefore, will be to compare
the applicants’ proposed project to the alternatives for the purpose of determining if the proposed
project is less detrimental to the identified resources and functional values.
Appellants and those supporting the appeal offered limited evidence related to whether or not the
proposed project was less detrimental to the identified resources and functional values than the
proffered alternatives. A consultant for one of the appellants (Vincent representing Jones,
Sutela and Widtfeldt), during his closing comments at the public hearing, questioned the
appropriateness of applicants use of the Division of State Land “Assessment Score” as a method
of comparing impacts on the environmental resources.
The Hearings Officer, in order to comprehensively assess the impacts environmental impacts
from the proposed project and the alternatives, once again, needs to summarily describe again
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the project site. The project site is two lots at the end of a single access way; motor vehicle
access into and out of the site will be via this accessway. The key physical and environmental
feature on the site is Falling Creek which cuts across the site diagonally. Alongside Falling
Creek the City has placed a “p” environmental zone and surrounding the “p” zone the City has
placed a “c” environmental zone. As a result of the environmental zoning on the site the
applicants were required to process an environmental review with BDS staff and the staff
decision of approval was appealed to the Hearings Officer. The Hearings Officer found the
“Existing Vegitation (sp) Plan and Slope Analysis diagrams on page 5 of Exhibit H.6 to provide
assistance in visualizing the “c” zone boundary, the “p” zone boundary and the location of
environmental resources (Falling Creek, trees and invasive plant species).
The Hearings Officer notes that the “p” zone is the most restrictive environmental zoning
designation in the City. The City’s goal, generally, is to protect resources within the boundaries
of the “p” zone. As a corollary, the City regulations express a preference for development and
development impacts outside the “p” zone. A comprehensive description of the environmental
resources is set forth earlier in this decision (Environmental Resources).
The Hearings Officer finds that a key consideration in assessing whether the project has less
detrimental impacts to the identified resources and functional values is how much, if any,
development/disturbance occurs within the “p” zone. The Hearings Officer finds that a key
consideration in assessing detrimental environmental impacts includes the number of mature
trees that are removed, by the proposed project and alternatives, within the “p” zone.
Applicants proposed to use the Oregon Division of State Lands “Habitat Assessment Score”
formula and results as a comparison factor. Applicants’ representative (Sedoruk) testified that
the Habitat Assessment Score is considered objectively reliable by the City and State Division of
State Lands. The applicants’ representative submitted a “Habitate Assessment Score Sheet” into
the record (Exhibit A.16, last page). The Hearings Officer notes that the scores for the proposed
dwelling and alternatives are different that those reported on page 26 of Exhibit H.6. Although
the Hearings Officer finds the concept of the Habitat Assessment Scores interesting and
potentially useful, the lack of background discussion/explanation of the methodology and the
inconsistent scores reported by applicants resulted in the Hearings Officer not considering the
Habitat Assessment Scores in arriving at a conclusion of least detrimental impact.
The Hearings Officer directs the reader to the attached Exhibit H.6, page 26 Summary. The
Hearings Officer, because no evidence is in the record contesting the specific validity of any of
these numbers, placed substantial weight upon Exhibit H.6, page 26 in arriving at a conclusion of
whether the proposed project had less detrimental impacts upon the environmental
resources/functional values than the proposed alternatives.
Alternative #1. Not considered in the less detrimental impacts comparison. This alternative is
not legally possible and therefore is not practicable.
Alternative #2. Alternative #2 does locate the majority of the development and disturbance
(dwelling/turnaround/garage) in areas away from the “p” zone. Alternative #2 does result in less
permanent and total disturbance areas. However, the Alternative #2 creates more disturbance
area within the 30 foot creek buffer (350 sq. ft. for Alternative #2 and 0 sq. ft. for the proposed
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project). Alternative #2 results in the removal of six trees within the “p” zone compared to no
trees removed in the “p” zone under the proposed development (dwelling/turnaround/garage).
The nearest point from Falling Creek to a structure under Alternative #2 is 33 feet and the
nearest with the proposal is 38 feet. Alternative #2 and the proposed project require a 5 foot
retaining wall. The Hearings Officer finds there is sufficient evidence in the record to find the
proposed project (dwelling/turnaround/garage) has less detrimental environmental impacts than
Alternative #2. As stated earlier in this decision the primary environmental resource to be
protected is Falling Creek; and, to that end the applicants’ proposal creates fewer impacts upon
Falling Creek than does Alternative #2.
Alternative #3. Alternative #3 does locate the majority of the development and disturbance
(dwelling/turnaround/garage) in areas away from the “p” zone. Alternative #3 results in less
permanent disturbance (dwelling/turnaround/garage) area but more total disturbance area than
the proposed project. Alternative #3 creates more disturbance area within the 30 foot creek
buffer (550 sq. ft. for Alternative #3 and 0 sq. ft. for the proposed project). Alternative #3 results
in the removal of six trees with the “p” zone compared to no trees removed in the “p” zone under
the proposed development (dwelling/turnaround/garage). The nearest point from Falling Creek
to a structure under Alternative #3 is 26 feet and the nearest with the proposal is 38 feet.
Alternative #3 requires an 8 foot retaining wall and the proposed project requires a 5 foot
retaining wall. The Hearings Officer finds there is sufficient evidence in the record to find the
proposed project (dwelling/turnaround/garage) has less detrimental environmental impacts than
Alternative #3. As stated earlier in this decision the primary environmental resource to be
protected is Falling Creek; and, to that end the applicants’ proposal creates fewer impacts upon
Falling Creek than does Alternative #3.
Alternative #4. Alternative #4 does locate the majority of the development and disturbance
(dwelling/turnaround/garage) in areas away from the “p” zone. Alternative #4 results in less
permanent disturbance (dwelling/turnaround/garage) area but more total disturbance area than
the proposed project. Alternative #4 creates more disturbance area within the 30 foot creek
buffer (113 sq. ft. for Alternative #3 and 0 sq. ft. for the proposed project). Neither Alternative
#4 nor the proposed project results in the removal of any trees with the “p” zone. The nearest
point from Falling Creek to a structure under Alternative #4 is 30 feet and the nearest with the
proposal is 38 feet. Alternative #4 requires a 7 foot retaining wall and the proposed project
requires a 5 foot retaining wall. The Hearings Officer finds there is sufficient evidence in the
record to find the proposed project (dwelling/turnaround/garage) has less detrimental
environmental impacts than Alternative #4. As stated earlier in this decision the primary
environmental resource to be protected is Falling Creek; and, to that end the applicants’ proposal
creates fewer impacts upon Falling Creek than does Alternative #4.
Alternative #5. Alternative #5 does locate the majority of the development and disturbance
(dwelling/turnaround/garage) in areas away from the “p” zone. Alternative #5 results in less
permanent disturbance (dwelling/turnaround/garage) area but more total disturbance area than
the proposed project. Alternative #5 creates more disturbance area within the 30 foot creek
buffer (30 sq. ft. for Alternative #5 and 0 sq. ft. for the proposed project). Neither Alternative #5
nor the proposed project results in the removal of any trees with the “p” zone. The nearest point
from Falling Creek to a structure under Alternative #5 is 32 feet and the nearest with the
proposal is 38 feet. Alternative #5 requires a 9 foot retaining wall and the proposed project
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requires a 5 foot retaining wall. The Hearings Officer finds there is sufficient evidence in the
record to find the proposed project (dwelling/turnaround/garage) has less detrimental
environmental impacts than Alternative #5. As stated earlier in this decision the primary
environmental resource to be protected is Falling Creek; and, to that end the applicants’ proposal
creates fewer impacts upon Falling Creek than does Alternative #5.
Alternative #2a. Alternative #2a does locate the majority of the development and disturbance
(dwelling/turnaround/garage) in areas away from the “p” zone. Alternative 2a results in less
permanent disturbance (dwelling/turnaround/garage) area but more total disturbance area than
the proposed project. Alternative #2a creates more disturbance area within the 30 foot creek
buffer (56 sq. ft. for Alternative #5 and 0 sq. ft. for the proposed project). Neither Alternative
#2a nor the proposed project results in the removal of any trees with the “p” zone. The nearest
point from Falling Creek to a structure under Alternative #5 is 31.5 feet and the nearest with the
proposal is 38 feet. Alternative #2a requires an 8 foot retaining wall and the proposed project
requires a 5 foot retaining wall. The Hearings Officer finds there is sufficient evidence in the
record to find the proposed project (dwelling/turnaround/garage) has less detrimental
environmental impacts than Alternative #5. As stated earlier in this decision the primary
environmental resource to be protected is Falling Creek; and, to that end the applicants’ proposal
creates fewer impacts upon Falling Creek than does Alternative #5.
BDS Staff Alternative. No quantitative analysis was provided by BDS, comparable to that
provided by applicants (Exhibit H.6, pages 6 – 26). The Hearings Officer did not speculate as to
the impacts of this alternative.
The Hearings Officer, although primarily reliant upon Exhibit H.6, pages 6 – 26, also considered
the applicants’ comments in Exhibit H.9 and Exhibit H.16a, pages 5 -8, as supportive of the
above stated conclusions.
BDS staff noted that “given the alignment of the existing sanitary sewer main and location of the
manhole within the protection zone, and given the direction of the slope of the site toward
Falling Creek, and BES’s recommendation for the outfall location, there are not alternatives to
the sanitary and the stormwater outfall within the protection zone on this site.” (Exhibit H.4,
pages 16/17) The Hearings Officer finds that this approval criterion is met with respect to the
sanitary and stormwater outfalls because there are no practicable and significantly different
alternatives available to compare with the proposal. The Hearings Officer finds that the
proposed locations of the sanitary and stormwater (house/garage/turnaround/access – per Exhibit
H.15) create the least impact to the environmental resources and functional values. The
Hearings Officer notes that stormwater from adjacent properties may have to be disposed
through/on the Subject Property. The Hearings Officer makes no alternatives analysis finding
with respect to any stormwater originating from adjacent properties.
Approval 33.430.250 A.1. indicates that alternatives outside the resource area should be
considered. The Hearings Officer finds that it is not possible to locate a house, garage, parking
area and utilities completely outside of the resource area of the environmental zone and still be
practicable. Therefore, the Hearings Officer finds that applicants need not submit an alternative
completely outside of the resource area.
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In summary, the Hearings Officer finds that applicants’ proposed a number of alternatives for the
dwelling, garage and parking area. The Hearings Officer found that the proposed dwelling,
garage and parking area resulted in less detrimental environmental impacts than the proposed
alternatives.
A.1.b. There will be no significant detrimental impact on resources and functional values in
areas designated to be left undisturbed;
E.3. There will be no significant detrimental impact on resources and functional values in
areas designated to be left undisturbed;
Findings: These approval criteria require the protection of resources outside of the proposed
disturbance area from impacts related to the proposal, such as damage to vegetation, erosion of
soils off the site, and downstream impacts to water quality and fish habitat from increased
stormwater runoff and erosion off the site.
The applicants’ construction management plan, described on page 8 of this decision, shows that
construction fencing and erosion control fencing will be installed according to City tree
protection and erosion control regulations, and will serve to prevent inadvertent disturbance to
resource areas designated to remain protected. The applicants propose to treat stormwater prior
to its release into Falling Creek, in accordance with the City’s Stormwater Management Manual.
The City’s Bureau of Environmental Services and Bureau of Development Services Site
Development Section have commented that the proposed stormwater plan can meet City
requirements for the house, garage, turnaround/drive/access, if the outfall is extended all the way
to Falling Creek (Exhibits H.15 and H.23). A detailed technical review of the design of the
stormwater treatment and disposal system will occur at the time of building permit review.
The Hearings Officer finds that Falling Creek, an area generally to be left undisturbed, may be
impacted by stormwater originating from adjacent properties that was not adequately addressed
by the applicants. The Hearings Officer incorporates the findings for 33.430.250 A.3. into the
findings for A.1.b and E.3. to the extent that those comments relate to stormwater arising from
adjacent properties.
Site Development requires a final tree protection plan that clearly identifies trees to be protected
and mechanisms for protection.
Because the Hearings Officer is unable to clearly ascertain the impacts upon Falling Creek, the
most important environmental resource to be left undisturbed, that are created by stormwater
arising from adjacent properties these criterion (A.1.b and E.3) are not met.
A.1.c. The mitigation plan demonstrates that all significant detrimental impacts on
resources and functional values will be compensated for;
E.4. The mitigation plan demonstrates that all significant detrimental impacts on resources
and functional values will be compensated for;
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Findings: These criteria require the applicants to assess unavoidable impacts and propose
mitigation that is proportional to the impacts, as well as sufficient in character and quantity to
replace lost resource functions and values.
Impacts resulting from this proposal include 3,995 square feet of total disturbance area and
removal of 6 trees.
The proposed mitigation plan is described on pages 9 & 10 of this decision. It will cover 7,754
square feet of the site, significantly offsetting the 3,295 square feet of permanent disturbance
area, and 700 square feet of temporary disturbance area, and the removal of 6 trees.
The Mitigation Plan has two parts: First, the plan will mitigate for the loss of resource that will
be permanently removed by building the home and garage, and installing the associated utilities,
driveway improvements and soil test pits. Secondly, the Mitigation Plan calls for removal of
invasive species and plantings of native trees and shrubs within the environmental conservation
and protection zones, enhancing areas where non-native species currently outcompete native
plantings. 15 native trees and 390 native shrubs will be planted. The proposed plantings will be
selected from the Portland Plant List.
The mitigation plan will compensate for impacts at the site for the following reasons:
• The mitigation area (approximately 8,000 square feet) is nearly twice the area of disturbance.
• All temporary disturbance areas will be planted with native vegetation.
• The interface between the development and Falling Creek will be buffered by the mitigation
plantings.
• The mitigation plantings will increase species diversity to improve wildlife habitat in areas
that have minimal native vegetation.
• The plantings will provide assistance with pollution and nutrient retention and removal,
sediment trapping and erosion control.
Mitigation plantings must be installed during the rainy season to avoid mortality of new
plantings associated with Portland’s summer drought climate. Plantings must be tagged in the
field for easy inspection by monitoring workers and City inspectors.
The proposed Mitigation plantings are proposed to be installed and maintained under the
regulations outlined in Section 33.248.040.A-D (Landscaping and Screening).
Monitoring and Maintenance:
The Zoning Code states that required shrubs and trees must survive until maturity. Monitoring
and maintenance of the plantings for a period of two years will ensure survival during the most
critical period of establishment of new plantings. One hundred percent of the planted trees will
be required to survive the two-year monitoring period, or be replaced. Maintaining shrub and
groundcover survival so that 80 percent of the planted areas are covered by native vegetation
will ensure a healthy understory is established. Limiting intrusion into planted areas by invasive
species, as well as providing water during the dry summer months, for the first few years, will
also help to ensure survival of the mitigation plantings. Documentation of these monitoring and
maintenance practices should be included in an annual monitoring report to demonstrate success
of the mitigation plan.
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Therefore, with conditions for submittal of the monitoring reports to City staff, to plant during
Portland’s rainy season, to remove invasive weeds near mitigation plantings, and to flag
mitigation plants in the field for easy identification, this criterion can be met.
A.1.d. Mitigation will occur within the same watershed as the proposed use or development
and within the Portland city limits except when the purpose of the mitigation could be
better provided elsewhere; and
E.5. Mitigation will occur within the same watershed as the proposed use or development
and within the Portland city limits except when the purpose of the mitigation could be
better provided elsewhere; and
A.1.e. The applicant owns the mitigation site; possesses a legal instrument that is approved
by the City (such as an easement or deed restriction) sufficient to carry out and ensure the
success of the mitigation program; or can demonstrate legal authority to acquire property
through eminent domain.
E.6. The applicant owns the mitigation site; possesses a legal instrument that is approved
by the City (such as an easement or deed restriction) sufficient to carry out and ensure the
success of the mitigation program; or can demonstrate legal authority to acquire property
through eminent domain.
Findings: Mitigation for significant detrimental impacts will be conducted on the same site as
the proposed use or development, and the applicants own the proposed on-site mitigation area.
These criteria are met.
A.3. Roads, driveways, walkways, outfalls, and utilities;
A.3.a. The location, design, and construction method of any outfall or utility proposed
within the resource area of an environmental protection zone has the least significant
detrimental impact to the identified resources and functional values of other practicable
alternatives including alternatives outside the resource area of the environmental
protection zone;
Findings: The City’s Bureau of Environmental Services and Bureau of Development Services
Site Development staff provided the following technical guidance pertaining to outfalls and
utilities:
There is an existing 12-inch City-owned concrete sanitary-only sewer that runs north and
east through the southeast corner of this site (see Exhibit E.14, memo from BES). This
sanitary-only sewer connects to a manhole located at the southeast corner of this site. This
sewer is available to serve the sanitary disposal needs of this project.
For this particular project, BDS Site Development does not recommend on-site infiltration of
stormwater at this location (see Exhibit E.4, memo from BDS Site Development). Therefore,
stormwater runoff from this project is required to be treated and detained by means of
approved stormwater management facilities and disposal can be directed to the drainageway
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located on the southern portion of this site, which the applicants have shown on site plans
submitted for this land use review.
BES recommends disposal of stormwater via an outfall that extends all the way to Falling
Creek (Exhibit E.15).
Given the alignment of the existing sanitary sewer main and location of the manhole within
the protection zone, and given the direction of the slope of the site toward Falling Creek, and
BES’s recommendation for the outfall location, there are not alternatives to the sanitary
sewer connection and the stormwater outfall within the protection zone on this site.
Appellant West Portland Park Neighborhood Association, in their appeal statement (Exhibit
H.1), stated that “the City erred in considering or approving the proposal because Applicants
failed to demonstrate that their proposal does not adversely impact and effect potential
stormwater flow from the north west corner of the north lot onto the lower lying property at the
north boarder of the subject site. 33.430.250 and 280.” Appellants Jones, Sutela and Widtfeldt
stated in their appeal that the applicants failed to provide evidence to show that they have carried
the burden of proof to demonstrate the relevant approval criteria in 33.430.250A., 33.430.250E,
and 33.430.280 have been met” (Exhibit H.3)
The Hearings Officer finds that no modification related to stormwater was requested by
applicants. Therefore, 33.430.280 does not apply to the stormwater issues. The Hearings
Officer finds that 33.430.250 A.1 and A.3 are the most relevant to stormwater disposal of the
approval criteria in this case. 33.430.250 A relates to “outfalls” and “utilities” sought to be
located within an environmental zone.
33.430.250 A.1 contains the general approval criteria for outfalls and utilities and other uses and
A.3 contains additional criteria for outfalls and utilities. A.1. a. requires a finding that the
proposed development locations, designs, and construction methods have the least significant
detrimental impact to the identified resources and functional values than other practicable and
significantly different alternatives including alternatives outside the resource area of the
environmental zone. A.1.b. requires a finding that the proposal will have no significant
detrimental impact on resources and functional values in areas designated to be left undisturbed.
A.1.c requires a finding that the mitigation plan demonstrates that all significant detrimental
impacts on resources and functional values are compensated for. A.1.d and e. required that
mitigation occurs in the same watershed and that the applicants own the mitigation site.
33.430.250 A.3.a. requires a finding that the location, design, and construction method of any
outfall or utility proposed within the resource area of an environmental protection zone has the
least significant detrimental impact to the identified resources and functional values or other
practical alternatives including alternative outside the resource area of the environmental
protection zone. 33.430.250 A.3.b. requires a finding that, resulting from the proposal, there will
be no significant detrimental impact on water bodies for the migration, rearing, feeding, or
spawning of fish.
The Hearings Officer found, above in the discussion of 33.430.250 A.1.a., that the concept of
applicants’ proposal, for sanitary sewer and stormwater (house/garage/turnaround/drive/access),
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were the only practicable locations. The Hearings Officer findings for 33.430.250 A.1.a. were
predicated on the limitations provided by the location of the sanitary-only outfall and the slope
of the site. For those reasons the Hearing Officer also finds 33.430.250 A.3.a is also met. The
Hearings Officer finds there are simply no practicable alternatives for to the location of the
sanitary and stormwater facilities (house/garage/turnaround/drive/access) and associated lines.
The Hearings Officer finds (see discussion of A.3.b below) that uncertainty regarding
stormwater originating from adjacent properties is problematic in making a finding that there are
no other alternatives. If stormwater detention and/or plumbing (lines) are required the Hearings
Officer would need to know where those lines are to be located in order to decide if there are
alternatives. Applicants provided a revised (12-5-08) Stormwater Management Plan showing
lines running around/through/under the flow through planter and on the eastside of the proposed
dwelling, driveway and garage. (Exhibit H.25, last page) The applicants’ representative marked
the original revised (12-5-08) Stormwater Management Plan with a pink highlighter and the
Hearings Officer is uncertain if 100% of the line on the eastside is within the previously
identified limits of disturbance. BDS/BES indicated that applicants needed to resolve the off-site
originating stormwater disposal issue “prior to the approval of the land use decision.” (Exhibit
H.23)
The Hearings Officer notes that BDS/BES suggested three alternatives to applicants’
representative regarding off-site originating stormwater disposal. (Exhibit H.23) The Hearings
Officer has no way to competently assess whether or not any of the three alternatives are
practicable and significantly different because of a lack of evidence in the record.
The Hearings Officer finds that, to the extent that applicants have failed to adequately address
the off-site originating stormwater disposal issue, the Hearings Officer is unable to find that this
approval criterion is met.
A.3.b. There will be no significant detrimental impact on water bodies for the migration,
rearing, feeding, or spawning of fish; and
Findings: The Hearings Officer notes that applicants’ construction management plan shows that
construction fencing and erosion control fencing will be installed according to City tree
protection and erosion control regulations, and will serve to prevent significant disturbance to
areas designed to remain protected (including Falling Creek). The applicants’ construction
management plan, described on page 8 of this decision, shows that construction fencing and
erosion control fencing will be installed according to City tree protection and erosion control
regulations, and will serve to prevent significant disturbance to resource areas designated to
remain protected, including Falling Creek.
The applicants provided and described, in significant detail, a proposal to treat sanitary disposal.
The applicants also provided, in significant detail, a proposal to treat stormwater from the house
footprint, garage footprint and the turnaround/drive/accessway (Exhibit H.15, page 2).
The Hearings Officer finds that the location and sizing of stormwater facilities and
plumbing/piping may have impacts on Falling Creek (for migration, rearing, feeding, or
spawning of fish). The Hearings Officer finds that the location and sizing of stormwater facilities
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and plumbing/piping is relevant to the satisfaction, or not, of approval criteria 33.430.250 A.3.b.
To that end, the Hearings Officer finds that the stormwater facilities and plumbing/piping must
be completely and fully described to allow the assessment of the extent, if any, of impacts on
Falling Creek.
The Hearings Officer finds no dispute exists in this case as to the completeness of the description
of the stormwater facilities and plumbing/piping as they relate to stormwater created by the
footprint of the house, garage and turnaround/drive/access (Exhibit H.15, page 2). However,
there does seem to be a lack of consensus, between the applicants, BDS Site Development and
BES, and the appellants, regarding stormwater coming onto the Subject Site from adjacent
properties.
At the public hearing Mr. Jones described his residence, the Sutela residence and Worley
residence as being higher in elevation than the Subject Site; therefore stormwater from those
properties drains onto the Subject Property. (see Exhibit H.14, page 11). In particular, Mr.
Jones stated that the applicants divided a large parcel into 6 lots including the Subject Property
as 4 other residences (including the Jones and Sutela residences). Mr. Jones testified and that at
that the Jones and Sutela properties discharge stormwater on the Subject Property (Exhibit H.14,
page 11). Applicants assert that if stormwater is discharged from the Jones and Sutela properties
onto the Subject Property it is not legal. (Exhibit H.28)
At the conclusion of the public hearing the Hearings Officer expressed confusion regarding the
impacts of the alleged stormwater coming onto the Subject Property from the Jones/Sutela
properties and requested clarification from BDS/BES, the applicants and appellants during the
open-record period. BES provided to the Hearings Officer, during the original open-record
period, “addendum comments.” (Exhibit H.15) In part, Exhibit H.15 states:
“At the time of the October 29, 2008 appeal hearing, stormwater runoff from two private
properties adjacent to this site was identified as being directed onto this site. The Hearings
Officer requested additional information regarding requirements for managing stormwater
from the adjacent properties be provided by BES and BDS Site Development following the
hearing. For this particular project, if stormwater runoff from the adjacent properties is
proposed to be directed to the stormwater management facilities that will be
constructed for this project, additional information showing the stormwater
management facilities can be adequately size must be submitted to BDS and BDS Site
Development for review prior to land use review approval. Otherwise the applicant
must meet BDS Site Development’s requirements for managing stormwater drainage
discharging onto this site from adjacent private properties.” (emphasis included in
Exhibit H.15)
A consultant for Jones/Sutela/Widtfeldt submitted written comments during the open-record
period (Appellants’ rebuttal) (Exhibit H.18). The consultant stated, on Exhibit 5, page 5, the
following:
“With regard to the 11/5/08 BES memo, I note that Item #1 of that memo includes a bold
and underline statement that essentially says that the applicant must provide additional
information to demonstrate that the proposed stormwater management facility must be
submitted to BDS and BES for review ‘prior to land use review approval.’ I take that
preceding quote to mean that the applicant must demonstrate that the proposed stormwater
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management facility to be approved before the Hearings Officer issue a decision on this
matter, and not after his decision. Therefore, I request that the Hearings Officer review an
approval from BES and BDS before making his decision, and not impose a condition of
approval to have this done at a later date (e.g., prior to the issuance of a building permit.”
Applicants also provided a response to Exhibit H.15 (See Exhibit H.19a, page 2). Applicants’
memo states, in part, the following:
“The memo has two statements concerning the plumbing of stormwater from adjacent
properties. One allowed the plumbing of adjacent properties stormwater runoff into the
storm water management facility providing that it does not flow into the proposed treatment
facilities. The other required addition reviews if the stormwater runoff from adjacent
property flow into or thru the treatment facilities. The stormwater management facility
consists of several parts; the collection systems, the treatment facilities, and the discharge
structure and point. Unless I miss spoke, I believe that I stated that these off site storm water
laterals could be plumber into the storm water management facility and plumbed to the
approved discharge point. The alternative does not require additional review by BES.”
Based upon the preceding three excerpts the Hearings Officer, on his own motion, re-opened the
public record to provide time for BDS, BES, the applicants and appellants to clarify the impact,
if any in this case, of the stormwater coming from the Sutela/Jones parcels onto the Subject
Property. The City, applicants and appellants Jones and Worley submitted additional
information (Exhibits H.23, H.25, H.26, H.28, H.28a, H.28b, H.29 and H.30).
BDS Site Development stated the following in response to the Hearings Officer re-opening the
evidentiary record:
“The ‘stormwater management facility’ used in this particular situation is a structural facility
used to reduce pollutants and detain stormwater from a known impervious area before
releasing it to the existing stream, this does not include the piping into or out of the facility.
The stormwater facility proposed for the Davis residence was specifically sized for the new
impervious area to be created by the construction of home, garage and driveway areas and
did not include additional areas. The revelation at the hearing that neighboring properties
were already discharging stormwater onto the Davis building site raises new concerns by
BES and BDS that should be resolved prior to approval of the land use decision.” (Exhibit
H.23)
Three alternatives were suggested by BDS in Exhibit H.23. BDS concluded Exhibit H.23 with
the following additional comments:
“Because of the increase in piping and impact on the disturbance area, and the possible need
for easements and joint maintenance agreements, any of the three options would need to be
reviewed and approved by BES and BDS in advance of the land use approval. At this point,
the applicant should provide accurate site plans that show all existing stormwater pipes on
his site, as well as a proposed stormwater management plan that indicates how and where
stormwater will be collected, piped, treated, and released.”
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Applicants’ response (Exhibit H.28) characterized (for the first time) the stormwater discharges
from the Sutela and Jones properties as “illegal.” Applicants’ allegation that the stormwater
discharge is “illegal” was raised during applicants’ rebuttal/argument (December 5-12, 2008)
period and referenced sections of the Plumbing Specialty Code and one/more discussion(s) with
a City of Portland Plumbing official (Carlsen). ORS 197.763 (6)(e) states that applicants’ “final
submittal shall be considered part of the record, but shall not include any new evidence.” ORS
197.763 (9)(a) defines “argument” to mean “assertions and analysis regarding the satisfaction or
violation of legal standards or policy believed relevant by the proponent to a decision.
‘Argument does not include facts.” The Hearings Officer considers the information regarding
conversations/codes, not previously introduced into the record, to be “new evidence” and not
“argument.” It should be noted that appellant Jones also submitted, during the final
rebuttal/argument period (December 5-12, 2008), “new evidence” in the form of “permit
records.”
The Hearings Officer finds applicants’ allegation of the stormwater discharged from the Sutela
and Jones properties is illegal to be not timely and specious. The Hearings Officer is not stating
that the water discharge from the Sutela and Jones properties is “legal” or “illegal.” However,
the timing of such claim by appellant, sans evidence in the record, is not persuasive of the
allegation. The Hearings Officer must consider only the evidence in the record that was timely
submitted. The Hearings Officer will not rule, as requested by applicants, that the applicants are
“not responsible for piping illegal discharged stormwater across their property and into Falling
Creek.” (Exhibit H.28)
The Hearings Officer finds that BDS Site Development and BES, applicants and appellant Jones
believe that stormwater is being discharged onto the Subject property from adjacent properties.
The Hearings Officer finds that the pipes shown on the photos (Exhibits H.14, pages 16 and 17)
may or may not be on the Subject Property. The Hearings Officer finds that applicants submitted
a site survey identifying the locations where stormwater from the Sutela and Jones properties
(and additionally the Worley property) is coming onto the Subject Property (Exhibit H.25, Site
Survey 12.04-08). The Hearings Officer finds that applicants submitted a revised Stormwater
Management Plan (Exhibit H.25; revised 12-5-08).
The Hearings Officer returns, at this point, to the BDS memo of December 4, 2008 (Exhibit
H.23) which states that the “revelation at the hearing that neighboring properties were already
discharging stormwater onto the Davis building site raises new concerns by BES and BDS that
should be resolved prior to approval of the land use decision.” Also, later in Exhibit H.23 BDS
staff stated that “because of the increase in piping and impact area, and the possible need for
easements and joint maintenance agreements, any of the three options would need to be reviewed
and approved by BES and BDS in advance of the land use approval.”
The revised Stormwater Management Plan (Exhibit H.25; revised 12-5-08), based upon the
evidence in the record, has not been approved by BDS Site Development and/or BES.
Therefore, the directive from BDS staff, in Exhibit H.23, has not been satisfied.
The final consideration for the Hearings Officer is whether or not, based upon the above
discussion related to stormwater, the discharges from adjacent properties must be considered as
part of this application and this approval criteria? This approval criteria states that the Hearings
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Officer must render a finding, if the application is to be approved, that sanitary and stormwater
utilities and outfalls may not create a significant detrimental impact on water bodies for the
migration, rearing, feeding or spawning of fish.
The Hearings Officer finds that BDS/BES review and approval of stormwater management
plans, including stormwater discharges from adjacent sites, is necessary to determine if Falling
Creek will be detrimentally impacted. The Hearings Officer finds applicants’ revised
Stormwater Management Plan (12-5-08) includes the potential of new stormwater plumbing
pipes and an increased disturbance area within the environmental zone. (See Exhibit H.23, page
2; Exhibit H.28, page 3) The Hearings Officer finds there is not sufficient evidence in the record
to assess whether or not significant detrimental impacts to Falling Creek will result from the
treatment and/or transmission of stormwater originating from off of the Subject Property. The
Hearings Officer finds that without BDS/BES assessment of the revised Stormwater
Management Plan the Hearings Officer only has the statements made by applicants to support a
finding that the detrimental impacts of the potential of additional piping and a larger disturbance
area are not significant. The Hearings Officer finds applicants’ revised Stormwater Management
plan to be detailed but also deficient in evidence supporting the impacts upon Falling Creek.
The Hearings Officer finds that 33.240.250 A.3.b. is not met solely on account of applicants’
failure to adequately address the impacts upon Falling Creek caused by the potential of
additional piping and/or management facilities necessary to deal with off-site originating
stormwater.
A.3.c. Water bodies are crossed only when there are no practicable alternatives with fewer
significant detrimental impacts.
Findings: No water bodies will be crossed by the proposed development. This criterion does
not apply.
33.430.280 Modification that will better meet Environmental Review Requirements
The review body may consider modifications for lot dimension standards or site-related
development standards as part of the environmental review process. These modifications
are done as part of the environmental review process and are not required to go through
the adjustment process. Adjustments to use-related development standards (such as floorarea ratios, intensity of use, size of the use, number of units, or concentration of uses) are
subject to the adjustment process of Chapter 33.805. In order to approve these
modifications, the review body must find that the development will result in greater
protection of the resources and functional values identified on the site and will, on balance,
be consistent with the purpose of the applicable regulations. For modifications to lot
dimension standards, the review body must also find that the development will not
significantly detract from the livability or appearance of the area.
Findings:
This is another approval criteria that generated significant testimony and written comments from
BDS staff, applicants, appellants and supporters of the appeal. The Hearings Officer finds that
the relevant section of the identified approval criteria, states:
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“In order to approve these modifications, the review body must find that the development
will result in greater protection of the resources and functional values identified on the site
and will, on balance, be consistent with the purpose of the applicable regulations.”
The Hearings Officer finds that applicants’ request, in this case, involves site related
development standards but does not involve lot dimension standards and therefore the additional
approval criteria, related to livability or appearance of the area, does not apply.
The relevant approval criteria requires the Hearings Officer to make two inquiries:
1.

2.

Will the granting of the requested modifications provide greater protection of the
environmental resources as compared to the proposed development without
granting the requested modifications?
On balance, will the requested modifications be consistent with the purpose of the
applicable regulations?

Protection of Environmental Resources. The Hearings Officer agrees with BDS staff that the
proposed setback modifications provide greater protection to the identified environmental
resources than if the modifications are not granted. The key environmental resource identified in
this case is Falling Creek. Native trees are also an important environmental resource. By shifting
the house to the north, to be 5 feet from the north property line (rather than 10 feet), the building
will be situated 38 feet from Falling Creek. If the house were shifted south to provide the full
10-foot setback, it would be closer to the creek and would necessitate, per BDS staff, the
removal of one additional 10-inch Alder tree.
The Hearings Officer finds that shifting the garage to the west, to be 5 feet from the west
property line has similar benefits to shifting the house to the north. Shifting the garage 5 feet
west will preserve five mature Alder trees and the garage will be a minimum of 31 feet away
from Falling Creek. The Hearings Officer finds no evidence in the record to credibly dispute the
benefits to the environmental resources resulting from the granting of the requested
modifications.
The Hearings officer finds that moving the house to the north and the garage to west, as set forth
in the modification request, will provide greater protection of environmental resources.
On Balance Consistent With Purpose of Applicable Regulations. The second inquiry relates to
the “purpose of the applicable regulations.” Testimony and written comments related to this
inquiry were offered by BDS staff, appellants, and applicants. (See, for example, Exhibits H.1,
H.3, H.4, and H.6)
The first step in this second inquiry is to determine the “applicable regulations.” In order to
determine the applicable regulations the Hearings Officer must return to the applicants’
modification requests: (1) modify the north property line setback from 10’ to 5’ for the proposed
house and (2) modify the west property line setback from 10’ to 5’ for the proposed garage.
The Subject Property is a “flag lot.” The private shared driveway leading to the Subject Property
constitutes the “pole” and the Subject Property is located behind another lot. (See definition of
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“Lot” and “Flag Lot” in 33.910) The Hearings Officer finds that setback requirements for “flag
lots” are found in 33.110.240 F. and the applicable purpose section is 33.110.240 A.
The Neighborhood Association appellant, in its appeal statement, said that “the City erred in
considering or approving the proposal because Applicants failed to demonstrate that their
proposal is comparable with and in accord with existing neighborhood and other abutting
structures. 33.430.280 and 250; 33.110.215; 220; 225 and 240; 33.430.250.”
It appears to the Hearings Officer that appellants, as exemplified by the statement in the
preceding paragraph, misinterpreted the requirements of 33.430.280. The Hearings Officer finds
“applicable regulations” to be those that directly relate to the requested modifications. The
Hearings Officer finds that the applicable regulation is 33.110.240 F. and the purpose statement
for that section is 33.110.240 A. The Hearings Officer finds that 33.110.215 relates to height,
33.110.220 relates to setbacks for lots that are not “flag lots,” and 33.110.225 relates to building
coverage. The Hearings Officer finds that applicants are not seeking modifications to standards
in 33.110.215, 33.110.220 or 33.110.225. The Hearings Officer finds that 33.110.215,
33.110.220, and 33.110.225 are not “applicable regulations.”
The Hearings Officer’s review of 33.110.240 A indicates that the alternative development
standards were created to address situations which can be characterized as slightly unusual to
very unique. The alternative development standards, if met, are allowed by right. The
alternative development standards of 33.110.240 F supersede the development standards in the
base zone (see 33.110.240 B). The Hearings Officer finds that if the alternative development
standards of 33.110.240 are met, then by definition the development maintains the overall
character of a single-dwelling neighborhood.
33.110.240 A., the purpose section for flag lot setback requirements, states (in part) that “the
alternative development options allow for variety in development standards while maintaining
the overall character of a single-dwelling neighborhood.” This section is followed by a list of
several public benefits of the flag lot setback requirements. The Hearings Officer finds that the
applicable “benefits” to be considered in this case are:
•
•
•

They allow for development which is more sensitive to the environment
especially in hilly areas and areas with water features and natural drainageways
The allow for the preservation of open and natural areas
They reduce the impact that new development may have on surrounding
residential development

Much of the testimony related to the requested modifications, by BDS staff, appellants and
applicants, related to the “compatibility” of the proposed location of the structures (house and
garage) to the “neighborhood” and whether the proposed structures were in “character” with the
“neighborhood.” For example, Neighborhood Association representative McLaughlin stated that
houses located south of Falling Creek should not be considered part of the “neighborhood”
because they are accessed via a separate road and the creek separate the two areas. Appellant
Jones testified that the “character” of the neighborhood would be negatively impacted.
Applicants, in Exhibit 6, discussed “compatibility” in the context of building coverage, height,
and setbacks. BDS staff addressed how the proposed structure impacted nearby residences.
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The Hearings Officer reiterates that the relevant portion of this approval criteria states that on
balance the requested modification must be consistent with the applicable regulations. This
language does not require a finding that 100% of all purposes set forth in the applicable
regulations are completely satisfied. This approval criteria requires a decision maker to balance
all of the relevant and appropriate purpose statements in arriving at a decision.
The Hearings Officer finds that applicants’ proposal involves a single family residence and a
detached garage. The Hearings Officer finds that a single family residence and garage are
consistent with the overall character of a single-dwelling neighborhood.
The Hearings Officer next considers whether locating of the house and garage with 5-foot
setbacks compared to the standard 10-foot setback will maintain the overall character of a singlefamily neighborhood. To that end, although not required, the Hearings Officer finds it relevant
in determining the overall character of a single-family neighborhood, to consider setback
requirements for the base R-7 zone.
Table 110-3 sets forth the basic minimum setbacks for the R-7 zone. Table 110-3 indicates that
the minimum side building setback and rear building setbacks are 5 feet. 33.110.220 D, although
not directly applicable to this case, indicates that properties within an environmental zone may
be reduced to zero feet. Therefore, residences within the environmental zone (not flag lots), per
the Portland Zoning Code, could build a residence with a zero setback and still be considered
consistent with the overall character of a single-dwelling zone. For lots that are not flag lots
(based upon a review of Exhibit B that would be most of the lots on the map) side lot and rear lot
setbacks could be 5 feet and still maintain the overall character of a single-dwelling zone. The
Hearings Officer reaches these conclusions because if a proposal meets the setback requirements
of for the R-7 zone in the Zoning Code it follows that City Council has determined the
development is consistent with the overall character of a single-dwelling zone.
The Hearings Officer notes that the purpose statement does not focus on the individual
neighborhood surrounding the Subject property but rather the hypothetical “overall character of
a single-family neighborhood.” Therefore, the focus of the Hearings Officer is not whether the
reduction of the setback for the house and garage impact the character or is compatible with the
immediate neighborhood, but rather its impact upon a generic City of Portland single-family
neighborhood.
The result of the above discussion is that it is entirely legal for an applicant in an R-7 zone,
where the lot is not a flag-lot, to construct a residence and/or garage within 5 feet of a side or
rear property line. The Hearings Officer finds that the development of a residence and/or garage
with a 5-foot setback as opposed to a 10-foot setback does not, by itself, make the development
inconsistent with the character of a single-dwelling zone in the City of Portland.
There is a section of the 33.110.240 A Purpose statement that does relate to the specific site
where the development is proposed. That section relates to the “public benefits” arising from
allowing variety in the development standards. All of the listed public benefits are not relevant
to this case. However, three of them are: (1) allowing for development which is more sensitive
to the environment and especially in area with water features and natural drainageways, (2)
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preservation of open and natural areas, and (3) reducing the impact that new development may
have on surrounding residential development.
The Hearings Officer finds that allowing the requested modifications will result in the house and
garage being moved 5 feet to the west. The Hearings Officer finds that moving the house and
garage 5 feet west will allow a development that is more sensitive to the environment; in
particular allowing the modifications will move the house and garage away from Falling Creek
(water feature and natural drainageway).
The Hearings Officer finds that allowing the modifications will result in the house and garage
being further from Falling Creek and therefore preserves more of the natural area around Falling
Creek.
The Hearings Officer finds that approving the requested modifications will create the greatest
impact on three of the adjacent residences. The requested modification related to the movement
of the house to the north (reduce setback by 5 feet) will negatively impact the house to the north
(Worley). The Hearings Officer finds that the negative impact will not be significant but, there
will be a negative impact resulting from the reduced distance between the house to the north and
the proposed residence. The Hearings Officer finds that the modification related to moving the
garage to the west (reduce setback by 5 feet) will negatively impact the house to the west
(Sutela). The Hearings Officer finds that the negative impact (primarily because of the elevation
difference – garage being located at a lower elevation) will not be significant but, there will be a
negative impact resulting from the reduced distance between the garage and the house to the
west. The Hearings Officer finds that granting the requested modifications will not have a
negative impact on other surrounding residential development (lots that are directly adjacent to
the Subject Property). The Hearings Officer finds that granting the modifications will not impact
the Jones property (west of the house). The Hearings Officer finds that granting the
modifications will reduce the impacts on other adjacent properties as the house and garage will
be moved away from Falling Creek and therefore benefit the adjacent and surrounding properties
located to the east and south of the Subject Property.
The Hearings Officer finds that two of the three relevant “benefits” identified in the purpose
section of 33.110.240A are better met by granting the requested modifications (development
more sensitive to environment and preservation of natural areas). The Hearings Officer finds
that for at least two adjacent properties (Sutela and Worley) granting of the requested
modifications will result in negative impacts. The Hearings Officer finds one property to be
neutrally impacted by granting the modifications (Jones) and three properties (to the east and
south of the Subject property) to be benefited by granting the modifications.
To approve the requested modifications 33.430.480 requires the Hearings Officer to make a
finding that “on balance” granting the modifications will be consistent with 33.110.240 A. The
Hearings Officer finds that granting the modifications will maintain the single-family character
of the neighborhood, be more sensitive to Falling Creek and negatively impact, not significantly,
two residences (Worley and Sutela). The Hearings Officer weighted the “maintain the singlefamily character” and each of the above “benefits” equally. The Hearings Officer finds, on
balance, granting the modifications are consistent with 33.110.240A.
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The Hearings Officer finds that this approval criteria is met.
DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans
submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all development standards of
Title 33 can be met, or have received an Adjustment or Modification via a land use review prior
to the approval of a building or zoning permit.
III. CONCLUSIONS
This application in this case was aggressively promoted by the applicants and vigorously
opposed by appellants. The key issues raised by appellants involved (1) failure of the applicants’
to satisfy the “alternatives” analysis per 33.430.250 A.1a. and 33.430.250 E.2, (2) failure of the
applicants to meet the requirements for approval of the requested modifications per 33.430.280,
and (3) applicants failure to adequately address stormwater requirements per 33.430.250 A.1.b,
E.1 and E.3.
The Hearings Officer found that applicants did meet their burden of proof for the “alternatives”
analysis and modifications approval criteria. However, the Hearings Officer found that
applicants did not meet their burden of proof with respect to stormwater disposal and its impact
upon the identified environmental resources and functional values.
The Hearings Officer found that the approval criteria in 33.430.250 A.1.b, E.1 and E.3 were not
met because of unresolved issues related to stormwater originating from properties adjacent to
the Subject Property. Because the environmental review could not be approved the
modification request cannot be approved.
IV.

DECISION

The appellants prevailed in this appeal.
Denial of an Environmental Review and Modification for:
Construction of a single-dwelling house, detached garage, driveway and turn-around, associated
soil test pits, stormwater planters and sand filter, stormwater outfall, and utility connections
within the Environmental Conservation and Protection overlay zones as set forth in the
application (as amended).

____________________________________
Gregory J. Frank, Hearings Officer
____________________________________
Date
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Application Determined Complete:
Report to Hearings Officer:
Decision Mailed:
Last Date to Appeal:

February 25, 2008
October 17, 2008
December 24, 2008
January 14, 2009

Appealing this decision. The Hearings Officer’s decision is final and takes effect on the day the
notice of decision is mailed. The decision may not be appealed to City Council, but may be
appealed to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA), as specified in the Oregon Revised
Statute (ORS) 197.830. Among other things, ORS 197.830 requires that:
•
•

an appellant before LUBA must have presented testimony (orally or in writing) as part of the
local hearing before the Hearings Officer; and
a notice of intent to appeal be filed with LUBA within 21 days after the Hearings Officer’s
decision becomes final.

Please contact LUBA at 1-503-373-1265 for further information on filing an appeal.
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EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED
A. Applicants’ Statements
1. Environmental Review Narrative
2. Arborist Report
3. Carlson Geotechnical Soil Test Pit fax
4. Title Report
5. Cover letter from Paul Sedoruk
6. Applicants’ response to incomplete letter
7. DSL Wetland Delineation Verification
8. Geotechnical Report of 2/7/08
9. Geotechnical Report Addendum of 2/22/08
10. 120-Day Waiver
11. Applicants’ correspondence with West Portland Park Neighborhood Representative
12. Applicants’ letter about stormwater
13. Applicants’ letter about new design
14. February 25, 2008 Stormwater Analysis
15. July 4, 2008 Applicants’ letter about home square footage
16. July 14, 2008 Applicants’ letter about impact analyses
17. Geotechnical Report Addendum of 5/12/08
18. July 24, 2008 Applicants’ narrative about stormwater management
19. July 28, 2008 Special Circumstances request (subsequently withdrawn by applicants)
20. August 12, 2008 Applicants’ narrative clarifying stormwater management plan.
21. February 26, 2008 Notice of Zoning Violation for excavation of soil test pits (as required
by City)
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings
1. Existing Conditions Plan
2. Revised Development Plan (attached)
3. Construction Management Plan (attached)
4. Mitigation Plan (attached)
5. Alternative 1
6. Alternative 2
7. Alternative 3
8. Erosion Control Details
9. Zone Boundaries plan
10. Site Photos
11. Building elevations (full sized plan sheet only)
12. Erosion Control and Stormwater Management Plan
13. Faxed plan of soil test pits (attached)
14. Staff alternative site layout
15. Applicants’ Alternative 5 showing a 1400 square foot house
16. Stormwater Management Plan
D. Notification information
1. Mailing list and Notice of Proposal
1. Revised mailing list and Notice
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E.

F.

G.

H.

2. 2nd Revised mailing list and Notice
Agency Responses
1. Oregon Division of State Lands
2. Site Development Review Section of BDS
3. Fire Bureau
4. Site Development Review Section of BDS
5. Site Development Review Section of BDS
6. Fire Bureau
7. Bureau of Transportation Engineering and Development Review
8. BDS Life Safety Plans Examiner
9. Bureau of Environmental Services
10. Site Development Review Section of BDS
11. Site Development Review Section of BDS
12. Site Development Review Section of BDS
13. Site Development Review Section of BDS
14. Bureau of Environmental Services
15. Bureau of Environmental Services
Correspondence received from
1. Matthew Worley
2. George Mukalel
3. Bruce Vincent
4. Mr. & Mrs. William P. Jones
5. West Portland Park Neighborhood Association
6. Connie & Robert Widtfeldt
7. Robert & Tamara Sutela
8. Lori L. Hedgecock
9. Gene E. Watson
10. Petition
11. E-mail exchange between Jim McLaughlin and Gene Davis
12. Mr. & Mrs. William P Jones
13. Robert and Tamara Sutela
14. Bruce Vincent
15. M. Worley
16. Robert and Connie Widtfeldt
17. West Portland Park Neighborhood Association
Other
1. Original LU Application
2. Site History Research
3. Incomplete Letter
4. Case Contact sheet with attached e-mails and transmittals
5. EN Appointment Summary
Received in the Hearings Office
1. Appeal form from West Portland Park Neighborhood Assn. - Castleberry, Stacey
a. Exhibit 1 - Castleberry, Stacey
b. Exhibit A - Castleberry, Stacey
2. West Portland Park NA "errata sheet" correcting Pg. 3 of Exh. H-1a - Castleberry, Stacey
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.

Appeal form from Appellant's Rep. Bruce Vincent with attachment - Castleberry, Stacey
Staff Report - Castleberry, Stacey
PowerPoint presentation - Castleberry, Stacey
Presentation hard copy report "Davis Environmental Review History" - Sedoruk, Paul
Summary report dated 8/21/07 and Revised 6/28/08 - Sedoruk, Paul
Letter to Castleberry dated 7/4/08 (from whom not shown) - Sedoruk, Paul
Letter/report dated 7/14/08 Not Shown To Who or From Whom - Sedoruk, Paul
"Introduction" report/letter dated 8/21/07 and Revised 2/20/08 Not Shown To Who or
From Whom - Sedoruk, Paul
"Introduction" document (3 pages) No Names/Dates - Vincent, Bruce
Hearing Notice - Castleberry, Stacey
Written testimony - Jones, William
PowerPoint presentation - Jones, William
Copy of Addendum #2 memo from Tunnard to Castleberry BES / Dev. Services Jocelyn Tunnard
Letter with Index and Table of Contents for attached Response to appellants - Sedoruk,
Paul
a. Response to appellants document - Sedoruk, Paul
Memo to Hearings Officer - Castleberry, Stacey
11/12/08 Letter - Vincent, Bruce
a. Dictionary definition printouts - Vincent, Bruce
Request to close record - Sedoruk, Paul
a. Final rebuttal - Sedoruk, Paul
Copy of original email to schedule hearing forwarded by planner to applicants - Davis,
Eugene and Vivian
11/21/08 Letter - Jones, Mr. and Mrs. William P.
11/21/08 Letter - Jones, Mr. and Mrs. William P.
12/4/08 Memo - Castleberry, Stacey
Letter with copy of Exh. 18 attached - Jones, William
Letter with attachments - Sedoruk, Paul
a. Site Survey
b. Stormwater Management Plan (8 ½” x 11” attached)
Letter with map attached - Worley, Matthew
Returned mail, interim order, sent to Pewan Wilder - Hearings Office
12/12/08 Letter with attachments - Sedoruk, Paul
a. Storm Water Management Plan - Revised 12/10/08 - Sedoruk, Paul
b. BDS Private Sewer Easements Code Guide - Sedoruk, Paul
Letter dated 12/12/08 - Jones, William
Letter with attachment - Jones, Mr. and Mrs. William P.
a. Permit records - Jones, Mr. and Mrs. William P.
12/19/08 Letter - Worley, Matthew - Submitted After Record Closed

